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ABSTRÂCT

Insulators are DNA sequences that function as directional blocking elements

independent of the environments they reside in. These elements are thought to

"protect" or "buffer" negative and positive influences on gene transcription, thus

allowing specific genes to operate independently of adjacent genes on a

chromosome. They have also proven to be useful in gene therapy, to flank a gene of

interest and prevent interference from genomic regulatory elements residing in the

vicinity of the transgene integration. There is a paucity of identified and

characterized mammalian insulator sequences, the most notable to date being a

DNA element form the 5' end of the human and chicken B-globin locus. The

possibility that sequences in the human growth hormone (GH) locus on

chromosome 17, previously identified because oftheir hypersensitivity to nuclease

digestion, possess suppressor or insulator activity was examined. The natural

location of hypersensitive site V (HS-V) acts as a 5' boundary to four more HSs,

each providing regulatory information to the GH locus and each demarcated by

hypersensitivity to deoxyribonuclease (DNase) I digestion, hence their name.

Using hybrid thymidine kinase promoter-luciferase reporter (Tkluc) gene

constructs and transient gene transfer, a 571 base pair region containing HS V

related sequences was tested for activity upstream of Tkluc in rat anterior pituitary

tumour GC cells after transient gene transfer (in vitro assay). No significant

reduction in basal reporter gene expression was observed. However, when these



HS-V sequences were used to flank a potent enhancer fragment (HS Vll-related

sequences) upstream of Tkluc, enhancer activity was blocked significantly.

In an attempt to localize the activity, three fragments of the HS-V sequences

were tested for insulator activity on the HS I/II enïancer upstream of Tkluc in GC

cells. The insulation potential was most potent in the fìrst 410 base pairs ofthe HS-

V element proximal to the GH-N gene staft site,

Nuclease protection 'footprinting' assays were performed to identify

putative protein binding sites in HS-V-related sequences. Although several

candidates were identified through virtual transcription-factor database homology

searches, none ì ere deemed significant.

To better elucidate the role of HS-V in the context of the genome, stable

transfection with neomycin resistance (G418) selection was performed (in vivo

model). Stable integration ofa HS-V/Tkluc reporter system into GC cells supported

a near linear relationship between copy number and activity measured. Flanking the

reporter with the HS-V element allowed for a closer correspondence between copy

number and activity than a single HS-V element upstream of the reporter (r2 value

of 0.4134 compared with an 12 value of 0.2886, respectively). Reporter gene

(Tkluc) integration alone displayed no relationship between copy number and

activity measured (r2 of2 x 10-5).

In conclusion, HS V was shown to be unlikely to possess repressor activity

through in villo assays, yet still being a candidate for insulator function, Rather,

modest insulator potential was obserued in stably transfected hybrid Tkluc genes

where the enhancer was flanked by HS-V-related sequences (in vivo). The



mechanism for this potential insulator function of HS-V-related sequences is yet to

be determined.
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CHA.PTERl. INTRODUCTION

Following the advent of the human genome project, there has been a wealth of

coding information that has been acquired with very little introspection into the

interpretation of the sequence (1,2). Like the duplication events that conserve the

evolutionary efficiency of the human genome, there are pervasive elements in the

genome that when compared in terms of homology, also are found to have similar

functions (3,4). This is a useful development in that the identification of a specific

regulatory element may lead to the inclusion of homologous sequences in a family of

gene sequences, much as is done for virtual transcription factor binding sequence data

bases found online (5). In fact, there have been several revelations into certain broad

classes of elements that have been described (6). Inciuded among these are enhancers,

which increase the rate of transcription of a gene; repressors, which reduce the rate of

transcription of a gene; and silencers, which prevent the transcription of a gene (7).

All these deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) regulatory elements are present in a finite

area of space whereby communication between regulatory systems must be exquisitely

controlled to prevent steric interference amongst their effectors not to mention random

binding events. Considering that most regulatory DNA elements exert their effect

through a protein that migrates in three dimensions to bind to a sequence or another

protein, the probability of non-specific interactions occurring is high. Such a perspective

has led to the view that there must exist a level of conhol, likely involving DNA elements

and associated proteins, that provides a buffer between regulatory elements and that

prevents non-specific communication between DNA regulatory elements and their



effectors, allowing for each genetic system to act independently of one another (8).

These elements have recently been discovered and are cunently being exploited in terms

of clinical therapeutics and as a tool for molecular biology (9-11). These elements are

called insulators.

The Oxford dictionary of cunent English defines an insulator as that which:

"1. prevents the passage of electricity, heat or sound from (a thing, room, etc.) by

interposing non-conductors, or 2. isolates" (12). These meanings are accurate when

considering the conventional scientific tools that bear the same name in the areas of

physics and the physics ofbiology, respectively. Insulators, as defined physics, refer to a

material which either possesses a lower dielectric constant, different thermal properties or

different resonance properties than its surrounding material - effectively preventing

uniform signal or energy propagation between the sunounding material (13), Similarly,

the classical deflrnition of an insulator in physiology refers to a DNA eiement that has the

capacity to prevent a signal from regulating the transcription of a gene, A typical

insulator acts as a buffer zone whereby the communication between an enhancing,

repressing or silencing element and the promoter that controls the gene's expression is

dysregulated o¡ blocked. This property requires the insulator to be physically intercalated

between the regulatory element and the promoter, and is thus said to be position-

dependant. This position-dependence distinguishes an insulator from the classical

repressor system, whereby the abrogation ofan enhancing element's effect on a promoter

is observed, but which does not require inclusion of the repressor element between the

enhancer and promoter (6). In fact, the repressor does not even have to be next to, or c¿s

to the gene it represses (6). There are several repressors that exist in different



chromosomal locations, even alleies away (trans) from the genes and enhancers they

affect, since the classical repressor's mechanism of action includes the production of a

protein product that can migrate spatially to functionally prevent the enìancers mode of

action (14).

It can thus be said that insulators operate locally in terms ofproviding a boundary

which functionally delineates a gene from its environment but yet does not contribute a

trans-acting protein to enforce its action (8). Instead, an insulator element can provide a

template recognition sequence for binding of trans- or cls- acting factors in order to effect

its inhibitor action, a process that will be discussed in detail later (15). The orientation of

unidirectional DNA regulatory elements is crucial to its effector's binding, unlike DNA

binding sites for restriction endonucleases, which are primarily palindromic in nature (in

which the sequence reads identically 5' to 3' as it does 3' to 5'). More specifically, if the

recognition element for any non-palindromic enzyme binding sequence is reversed, the

enzyme no longer recognizes it and does not bind to the DNA. As a result, the function

of the enzyme is abolished when the recognition sequence is reversed. This orientation

dependence is also an inherent property of insulators (16). Given that both orientation-

dependence and position-dependence are fulfilled, it follows that the gene flanked by

insulator elements could gain independence from its surrounding environment if

incorporated into a genomic conformation. Such a prediction has allowed what is called

the stable transfection assay, which is the currently accepted defining assay for the

insulator potential ofa given element (17). In the stable hansfection assay a transgene of

interest can be flanked by putative insulator elements, which ifoperating according to the



Figure 1. Graphical representation of HS V disrupting stable integration and

/røns-regulation before and after insulator block, Panel A demonstrates progressive

stable integration between a transfected construct and a host genome. In this process,

cleavage of the circular plasmid is random, allowing disruption of HS V to occur

(referred to as an abenant cleavage event) and is undesirable since HS V is the element of

interest. The result is a non-functional regulatory element and polymerase chain repction

detection ofHS V using primers that arureai to its 3' and 5' ends would instead lead to

fragments exceeding 571 base pairs in length.

Panel B depicts the trans-effecl regt latory elements have on a promoter, and the ability

of an insulator to effectively block these interactions. The X indicates that

communication between the regulatory element and promoter no longer results in

expression modulation,
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classical definition, will still maintain constant expression levels of its gene product when

incorporated into a foreign genome at random. If this designation is satisfied, the

expression level of the gene of interest in a foreign genome will only be a factor of how

many insulated genes have been incorporated into the genome, and nothing else. This is

conventionally described as copy-number dependence.

The ability of insulators to bind proteins and exert regulatory control over genes

necessitates a sterically and spatially available sequence. In cells, the native DNA is

highly constrained into chromosomes that have been modeled as coiled-coils of 30 nm

diameter in which DNA is wound around histone cores to form a solenoid structure (7).

The solenoid is a "closed" stnrcture that must unfurl into a topologically less compact

conformation consisting of distinct but linked chromatosomes, (or nucleosome units

consisting of approximately 200 base-pairs of DNA wound around a histone tetramer

with an intervening 20 base-pairs linking them together) to be accessible to DNA binding

proteins (7). The latter unwound conformation is often described as the "open" structure

of DNA. During transcription of a gene, regulatory elements, such as insulators, mitigate

protein-DNA interactions, which favor the open structure of a gene to the closed state in

order to facilitate the binding of enzymes and transcription factors (18). The regulatory

elements and insulators must assume a less constrained structural configuration (i.e. more

"open" structure) than the genes they act upon in order to provide a sensitive and

dynamic system with which to regulate genes. This tendency to reside in a less

constrained structural configuration confers a heightened wlnerability to nuclease attack

for such regulatory elements. Since the regulatory elements are very accessible to

protein, the sensitivity ofthe elements to nuclease digestion will be higher than any other



region in the genome. Such a distinguishable change in the kinetics is termed

hypersensitivity, and insulators tend to be hypersensitive to nuclease digestion (19).

Taken together, the defining traits delineating what is and is not an insulator still does not

fully capture what is now beginning to seem like a class ofgenetic elements that interfere

with transcriptional regulation, each r,vith their own set of nuances that set them apart

from one another. The first insulators elucidated were in the form of specialized

chromatin stnrctures (scs/scs') which flank the Drosophila melanogaster heat shock

protein 70 (hsp 70) genes. Located in the 87 A7 band-interband region in the cytological

intervals of the right arm of the third chromosome, they delineate between the

neighboring thin bands 8746 and 8748-9 and block the effects of the yolk protein

enhancer (20). These bands, which are clearly visible during larval transcription of

salivary gland polytene chromosomes, disperse into open structures dubbed puff

boundaries during heat shock (21). This dispersion effectively decondenses the

topological area to be transcribed to allow for the transcriptional machinery to access the

DNA sequence. The insulation itself, however, was found to be a result of the binding of

the proteins Zw5 and boundary element associated factor of 32 kDa (BEAF-324ÆEAF-

328) to scs and scs', respectively (22,23). In other words, scs and scs' are boundary

elements that delimit the decondensed 87A' heat shock protein domain and they reflect

one of the mechanisms used by insulators to constrain regulatory interactions. There

exist, however, insulators that bind homologous non-scaffold associated (soluble) protein

and interact with each other through these proteins to create an isolated or distinct loop

domain of transcriptionally inactive DNA. Such a mechanism is utilized by the gypsy

rehotransposon oî D.melanogaster which mediates tissue specific mutations in numerous



genes (24). It accomplishes insulation via 12 elements that bind the zinc finger

Suppressor of Hairy-wing [Su(Hw)] protein, which then complexes with a second

protein Modifier of Mdg4 [Mod(mdg4)] (25, 26). The resulting complex will then

interact with similar complexes and effectively spatially segregate tissue-specific

enhancers of the archaete-scute complex of the endogenous yellow gene located at the

cytological location 1A (16). It follows that this behavior allows for what is termed

insulator bypass, where odd numbers ofgypsy insulators integrated into DNA next to one

another, or in tandem, neutralize one another and restore enhâncer or repressor

functionality (16,27). Homogeneous soluble protein binding insulator elements are

proposed to operate mainly through a looping model. Another class of insulators bind to

insolubie or scaffold-associated proteins of the nuclear matrix. Like the looping behavior

exhibited by the gypsy retrotransposon element, the scaffold-associated protein-binding

insulator sequences bind proteins that tether the ends of a transcriptionaily independent

region of DNA (8). The matrix-attachment regions (MAR) that flank the human apoB

gene locus, the chicken lysozyme gene, the human b-interferon gene and the human al-

antitrypsin locus, are examples of this class ofinsulators (28-33).

A recent development in the classification of differing genres ofinsulators has led

to the inclusion of activators as insulators. The oxymoronic expansion of an insulator's

definition stems primarily from the promoter-specific properties of various insulators

when taken out of a classical context. For example, scs and scs' are promoters and the

8l,psJ, retrotransposon of D. melanogaster contains the potential to act as an activating

element when placed 20-450 base-pairs upstream of the D. afiìnidisjuncta alcohol

dehydrogenase promoter in a larval fat body environment without an enhancer or



regulâtory element associated with the system (34). Likewise, a deviation from the

previously described artificial system used to test for insulator potential has led to the

consideration of the metallothionein transcription factor's (MTF) activity on a metal

response eiement (MRE) as insulating because of its ability to prevent transcriptional

silencing (35). Refening to the suppression of silencing as isolating a region of DNA

from its surrounding environment, the authors concentrate more on variegating position

effects on a gene, and ignore copy-number dependence (35). In variegating position

effect on a gene, the site of integration influences a stochastic choice between mitotically

heritable on and off states, with the gene of interest being either active or silent in any

given cell. This specific position effect yields a mosaic population of cells, some of

which express the gene product and those that do not. An insulator placed in a silenced

environment, reminiscent of heterochromatin, centromeric and telomeric positions will

relieve the localized repressive effect to maintain an open configuration (36). This

translates to an insulator having the potential to tum heterochromatin into euckomatin in

an artificial system. Similarly, a system including the GAL4 activator and its

transcription-factor binding site, the UAS promoter sequence, instigates de-repression of

heterochromatin domains in Drosophíla, although, in itself the GAL4/UAS system

possesses no other properties that are considered analogous to those of an insulator (36).

Although such behavior connotes a likeness to the properties of an insulator, the

MTF/MRE system is viewed more as belonging to a class of insulator-like elements,

since they do not fulfill all requisites outlined that constitute a classical insulator element

(36).



Several genomic sequences exist that do not conform entirely to the classical

requisites outlined for insulators, yet can confer functional autonomy to a regulational

domain - providing further evidence for a separate class of endogenous insulator - like

elements. Amongst these are the miscadestral pigmentation (Mcp), frontabdominal-7

(Fab 7) and frontabdominal-8 (Fab 8) elements of the bithorax complex (BX-C) of

Drosophila (37). The latter insulator-like elements isolate nine parasegment (PS)-

specific regulatory units in cls which are responsible for the appropriate expression of

the BX-C homeotic genes of Drosopåila (ulhabithorax, abdominal-A and abdominal-B)

(8). Neither the Mcp nor Fab-7lFab-8 insulator-like elements intervene between an

enhancer and promoter, as in the classical definition, but rather between an enhancer and

its neighboring enhancer (37), They achieve this insulation via binding GAGA, a

transcription factor ofthe broad-complex, tram track, bric à brac (BTB)-domain protein,

and which is a protein of significance to other insulator-like elements (34). Regardless,

their unconventional man¡er of insulation has led to an inconsistent and unpredictable

enhancer blocking ability when taken out of their native environment, the converse of

what was established previously for other insulator-like elements (23,79, 84). Insulator-

like elements can thus be interpreted as being quite dynamic, and more research is needed

in this budding class ofinsulation tools in order to properly exploit them.

The ambiguity of a given sequence to act as an activator or insulator depends

ultimately upon the proteins that bind to it. A typical insulator-like element such âs the

Drosophila eve promoter, for example, acts as an insulator when associated with a

complex of trithorax-like protein (Trl) and the transcription factor GAGA but maintains a

distinct promoter functionality when associated with the transcription factor TATA (38).

10



Such duality common to insulator-like elements created several mechanistic

interpretations that aid in eking out the molecular biology of their systems. The

competing nature of the ¿v¿ promoter is strikingly reminiscent of the decoy model for

insulators, whereby the insulator or insulator-like element either provides a sequence that

has the capacity to compete for promoter-binding proteins, or an insulator protein

possesses the potential to act as a competitive inhibitor of enhancer-promoter interactions

by sterically or physically circumventing the looping ofan enhancer domain to stimulate

its promoter (39). The decoy model, however, does not efficiently explain the

orientation-dependence of an insulator, since an insulator sequence placed in front of an

enhancer does not abrogate its effect on the promoter.

A second model that is also thought to be applicable to the Drosophila eve

promoter is called the derailment model (40). In the derailment model, a prossessive

signal that continues bidirectionally from the enhancer is blocked by the presence of an

insulator protein. As the name implies, an activated transcriptional complex, aided by

proteins called facilitators bound to the DNA, tracks from the enïancer to the promoter

and initiates high level expression. The insulator protein physically impedes the progress

of the complex and operationally isolates the region from regulational effects. The

derailment model, however, has difficulty in explaining inter-chromosomal enhancer-

promoter interactions and the ability of enhancers to establish other trans-activatin9

effects, Regardless, both the decoy model and the derailment model refer to the

prevention of the enhancer protein from binding or activating a gene promoter because of

the insulator - and because of this common mechanism, both are known as differing

themes of the local interaction model (8).

1l



Although not applicable to the Drosophila eve promoter, there exists a structural

model for insulator. The structural model is based on insulator-directed re-organization

ofhigher nuclear compartments. Two subcategories are presently accepted as belonging

to the structural model: the compartmentalization model and the modifìcation model.

The compartmentalization model states that the interaction of the insulator region

or protein with a complementary insulator protein (as in the Drosophila gpsy

retrotransposon), or interaction with the matrix or scaffold attachment regions of the

nuclear matrix (MAR/SAR) (as in the chicken lysozyme insulator) physically constrains

an area of chromatin so that it is no longer available to interact with regulatory elements

(16,32). This model is attractive because it associates a functional event with a structural

property, meaning that if a large number of core sequences pertaining to protein -
insulator binding sites were secured and analyzed for homology, the consensus between

them could potentially be used to scan the genome for insulators. In fact, an algorithm

has been developed and is publicly available to predict potential MAR motifs (MarFinder

at http://www.futures Z/), bú multiple analysis of differing known

insulators and potential insulators show that not all insulators work through this model,

and not all consensus sequences found within a given genome are MARs or SARs, let

alone insulators (41). For example, a potent enhancer region of the human growth

hormone locus control region, referred to as hypersensitive site VII (HS I/II), was

predicted by MarFinder to contain MAR motifs, but cell-based verification gave no

evidence to support the prediction (42). There are, however, several convincing cell-

based studies that give evidence to support the compartmentalization model. Gerasimova

and colleagues have shown that the gypsy retrotransposon insulator protein Su(Hw) exists
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at the nuclear periphery and disruption of the leucine zipper of regions B ând C of

Su(Hw) abolishes its insulator activity and eliminates both interaction with mod(mdg4)

and its punctuate staining in the nuclear periphery (43). In addition to this, Gerasimova

et al. have shown that nearby DNA sequences that are dispersed throughout the nucleus

move to the nuclear periphery in the presence of the gypsy insulator, and that when copies

of gypsy are artificially introduced in two normally separate nuclear locations, the

sequences coJocalized (43).

The modification model is all encompassing in that the hypersensitivity of

insulator, silencing suppression and the altemative function of insulators as activators are

all accounted for therein. The modification model states that the insulator recruits histone

acetyl transferases or excludes access to histone deacteylase complexes (HDAC) to

maintain an open, hypersensitive site (44). Transcription factors are thus capable of

binding promoter sequences associated with the insulators that will, in turn, protect the

promoter from repressive methylation. Methylation of DNA prevents transcription

factors from recognizing CpG residues and blocks their binding to their recognition

sequences, but is also known to recruit transcriptional repressor proteins that do bind

methylated CpG residues, such as HDACs (45). Acetylation inhoduces a positive charge

onto the histones that bind DNA and which are positively charged themselves. This

effectively establishes an electronegative charge-charge repulsion that aids in the

remodeling of DNA-histone interactions and allows for a more accessible, open structure

- which is required for transcription initiation. For example, there have been studies that

show selective and targeted recruitment of histone acetyltransferases, and thus

acetylation, over the human growth hormone locus control region, dramatically peaking
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at HS I/II and ending at the 3' border of the human growth hormone gene (åGH-N) as

well as the most 5' element, hypersensitive site V (HS V) (46-48). Other studies

conelate this acetylation with changes in chromatin structure that direct and restrict åGH-

N expression (53). The possibility that there exists an insulator sequence within the

human growth hormone locus control region will be discussed in detaii further on.

Studies of the chicken p-globin insulator, known as hypersensitive site 4 (HS4) have

shown that the insulation is effected through inhibition of a member of the methyl-CpG

binding domain family (MBD3) and Mi-2 subunits of the Mi-2INURD complex that

belongs to the chromo-helicase/ATPase-DNA binding (CHD) family of proteins (49).

The Mi-2[NURD repressor complex is capable of silencing genes through histone

deacetylation thus inhibition of the Mi-2l1.{URD complex allows silencing suppression as

well as hypersensitivity. Protection from these repressor complexes may cause certâin

insulators to act as activators when taken out of context, and aid in explaining the

tendency of insulator-like elements to display position-effect variegation block but no

othe¡ considerable classical insulator potential (38).

Although the human growth hormone locus control region and the chicken B-

globin locus control region operate through different mechanisms, there are important

parallels between the two that identiff them as both being systems that provide insight

into the regulatory control of genes, especially in terms of insulators. For example,

distinct deletions upstream of the B-globin gene cluster effectively inactivates their

expression and modifies the surrounding ch¡omatin domain so that it becomes nuclease

resistant and late replicating which is in opposition to the early replicating

deoxyribonuclease (DNase) hypersensitive state it normally resides in (50). It was latet
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discovered that the deletions encompassed regulatory elements demarcated by

hypersensitive sites, with the mode of operation being akin to the modification model

aforementioned (51, 52). A search for homologous regions of regulatory DNA in the

human p-globin locus as opposed to the chicken p-globin locus revealed five regulatory

hypersensitive sites instead of four (44). The bordering, or most 5' hypersensitive site

was found to possess insulator potential as well, but was found to be much shonger than

HS4 of the chicken B-globin locus. The human counterpart of the chicken p-globin locus

control region works via rhe ftqnsacting factor CTCF, and not through recruitment of

histone acetyltransferases, perhaps explaining the difference in insulation strength

between the two (88).

Coincidentally, when the /rGH-N gene was tested for in vívo expression under

control of its proximal promoter, low level and eratic expression was observed (53).

Not even 4.6 kb of 5' flanking DNA or 26 kb of 3' flanking DNA could re-establish

appropriate and reproducibie levels of åGH-N expression (53). Instead, it took 40 kb of

upstream flanking DNA to confer physiologically significant åGH-N expression pattems.

Five hypersensitive sites were mapped in this 40 kb fragment: HS VII being between

-14.5 kb and -15 kb (where the negative sign denotes the distance upstream of the åGH-

N transcription initiation site), HS III being ¿7.5 kb, HS IV being -30 kb and HS V, the

most 5' hypersensitive site, was -32 kb from the promoter (54-56). Curiously, however,

these latter regulatory elements lay within the intronic sequences of the skeletal muscle

sodium channel c-subunit gene on the iong arm (q) of chromosome 17: SCN4A; and the

upstream flanking region of the lymphocyte specific CD79b gene, also on 17q (54).

Much like the case of the human growth hormone locus control region, the major



regulatory element of the a-globin locus conhol region lies in the inhon of the adjacent

"14 gene", suggesting an interconnectedness and signihcance to the organization of the

genes in the genome. Although there is no conclusive association between dwarfism or

GH deficiency and SCN4A associated disorders, it is interesting to note that several cases

of combined short stature and myotonial periodic paralysis phenotypes have been

presented (55). If there does indeed exist and organizational context of the human

genome that interweaves the functional components of a gene with the structural

components of an unrelated gene - both spatially and conceptually, the medical and

technological implications resulting from such a discovery have potential to upset the

premise of many developing gene therapy techniques (44). Artificially transferring genes,

as performed in gene therapy to confer the functional attributes ofthe gene in question to

an organism, may simultaneously lead to the transfer of unintended but intricate DNA

regulatory elements. The medical and technological implications resulting from such a

discovery are complex and will be addressed later.

The growth hormone genes themselves share greater than 950% sequence

similarity in humans, with each of their products playing fundamental roles in adult as

well as fetal growth and development (57, 58). Among these is the I¡GH-N gene, which

is expressed in the somatotrope cells of the anterior pituitary, as well as the human

chorionic somatomammotropin L gene (/rCS-L), the åCS-A gene, the åGH-V gene and

the I¿CS-B gene, which are all expressed in the villous syncytiotrophoblast layer of the

placenta. Chorionic somatomammotropin is secreted by syncytiotrophoblast cells and

inhibits the production of insulin during pregnancy (12). The GH-V and the GH-N genes

display mutually exclusive expression in the placenta and pituitary with GH-V only being
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expressed during pregnancy. It is this aspect of tissue specificity involving two

independent cell lineages that distinguishes the growth hormone regulatory elements

from the more extensively sfudied B-globin regulatory locus, where expression is

restricted to erythroid tissues. The growth hormone gene locus thus provides a useful

model to aid in deciphering the human genome, since it possesses an interesting

combinâtion of regulatory elements, tissue specificity, temporally and physiologically

distinct expression patterns, spatial genetic overlap and recent evolution via gene

duplication, if compared to non-primate lineages.

Moreover, some regulatory sequences are exclusive to one tissue type: namely HS

I/II and HS IV. HS I/II is pituitary specific whereas HS IV is placenta specific (59). HS

I/II has been shown to act as a potent enhâncer in pituitary tissue, and although

speculative, HS IV is thought to conhibute to the differential expression of GH-V and

GH-N in the placenta and pituitary in vivo, referred to as tissue specificity (60-62).

Previous studies identified the locus regions spanning from HS III to HS V as preventing

deregulation of expression, in that position independence and copy number dependence

were established only for transgenes carrying those sequences. Both a loss of an

enhancing effect (most likely due to a lack of HS I/II) and loss of tissue specifìcity

(manifested as aberrant expression of úGH-N in the kidneys) were observed for the same

transgene. Collectively, these observations suggested that sequences or regions within the

transgene (HS III to HS V) may contain a boundary element or insulator. The most 5'

hypersensitive site: HS V, was the most likely candidate, HS V was regarded as the most

likely candidate because of the constraint instilled upon the remainder of the growth

hormone locus control region's expression upon its deletion, coupled with its distal
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position. HS V of åGH LCR also bore a resemblance to the human p-globin gene cluster

in erythroid cells in context (i.e. certain limited deletions far upstream of the B-globin

gene cluster completely inactivate expression of all associated genes) as well as spatial

configuration (five hypersensitive sites) (1, 2). The most distal, 5' hypersensitive site of

the human b-globin locus was found to possess a strong insulator potential, thus raising

the possibility that HS V of the ¿GH LCR may resemble HS V of the human B-globin

locus in function as well (88).

My hypothesis is that HS V of the /IGH-N gene is indeed an insuiator. To

determine whether HS V of the åGH-N LCR gene (hereon referred to as HS V), has the

capacity to act as an insulator in general, in vitro sfidies using a known system were

performed. Using a known system ensures that the in yitro assays results are due to HS V

influence, and not inherent in the model. More specifically, the degree of enhancer block

that is observed when HS V intervenes between a known enhancer (60) and a thymidine

kinase promoter linked to a firefly luciferase reporter gene was used to determine HS V's

ability to act as an insulator. This functional assay was performed using rat anterior

pituitary tumour (GC) cells to ensure that not only are appropriate transcription factors

present in the necessary amounts (i.e the intracellular environment is conducive to

physiological expression of HS V), but also because the in vivo environment will thus be

devoid of endogenous HS V or HS V-like sequences, since the evolution ofrodents

diverged from that of primates early enough so that a GH gene duplication event did not

occur. The manner in which the gene duplication event occurred is pivotal to the use of

the rodent growth hormone family as a model, and deserves an introspective

commentary. The ancestral GH gene present in the rodentia order Q3enus: Rattus) is
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thought to have diverged from the ancestral CS genes relatively recently, namely, 15

million years ago, according to the rate ofnon-selective divergence ofat least 8% every

10 million years for both the globin and preproinsulin families (3). The expansion from

two GH family genes to five was thought to occur less than 15 million years ago tkough

unequal recombination between homologous (but "non-allele") Alu elements that flanked

the GH/CS duplication. The expansion is thought to occur in approximately one

twentieth of the time of a similar expansion within the human B-globin gene family,

making the GH family the more ancestral of the two. The expansion also accounts for

the high degree of homology throughout the GH gene family members, with a magnitude

ofsequence divergence less than 10% occuning for any homologous pair of introns (3).

It also attests for the conservation offactors that may bind within the intronic regions of

the GH family genes, inwhich HS V resides. Previous studies (Jones et al. i995) have

shown that upon transfection of the /zGH LCR into mice, appropriate expression levels

can be attained, meaning that although there may not exist competing regulatory

sequences, such as HS V in the rat genome, the factors which bind to orchestrate the

elements respective function must be ubiquitous. Since enhancer blocking is a

characteristic ofrepressor systems, an in vino system will differentiate between the

position-dependent nature of classical insulators and the position-independent marurer of

classical repressor systems. More specifically, using the same en¡ancer/reporter gene

system as mentioned previously, the HS V element was placed upstream of the entire

system and the effect on reporter expression observed with the expectation being that

HS V will only function as an insulator when placed between eDhancer ând promoter.

Similarly, inversion of HS Y's ín vivo orientation was performed to determine whether it



possesses orientation-dependence, a characteristic ofclassical insulators, with the

expectation that the insulator function, ifpresent, will manifest only in one orientation.

Structural studies were also performed, whereby the ability of transcription

factors and other proteins to bind the HS V DNA sequence was assayed. Proteins are

expected to bind to the HS V DNA in order to convert the genetic information into a

regulational signal, which can act upon a specific gene or set of genes, according to the

central dogma of molecular biology (7). The cunently accepted standard for determining

insulator potential: the stable transfection assay was also performed. The method is an ¡n

vlvo assay, in contrast to lhe in vitro assays that was used to rationalize HS V's role as an

insulator. The assay will determine whether HS V possesses copy-number dependence,

another characteristic ofclassical insulators. Together, the results of these assays will aid

in deciphering HS V's role as an insulator, extrapolation of HS V's role within the human

genome will be discussed.
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CHAPTER 2. MATERIALSANDMETHODS

2.1 Mammalian Cell Culture

Rat anterior pituitary tumour (GC) cells were obtained as a generous gift from Dr.

Norman L, Eberhardt (Department of Medicine, Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minnesota).

Vials containing 5 x 105 GC cells in 90% chilled fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 10% (vlv)

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) were rapidly thawed and added to Dulbecco's Modified

Eagle Medium (DMEM) supplemented with 50 U/ml penicillin, 50 pglml

streptomycin/5OO pM glutamine and 10% FBS in 100 mm diameter tissue culture dishes

(Corning Inc. Life Sciences). Cells were maintained at37'C, in the presence of 5%o COz

(19:1 humidified airlCOz atmosphere), aseptically. AfTer 24 hours, the media was

aspirated; cells were washed twice with calcium and magnesium-free Phosphate Buffered

Saline (PBS-CMF) and 10% FBS - DMEM was added to the cells. Cells were plated 1:4

after reaching 80-85% confluence. Plating cells involved aspiration of the medium

followed by two washings of prewarmed PBS-CMF, trypsinization with a small volume

(2mll100 mm plate) of 0.05% (v/v) trypsin/O.53 mM EDTA for 1 minute or by chelating

cations with a mixture of PBS-CMF/1mM EDTA pH 8.0 for 10 minutes; and equally

distributing the cell mixture in a ratio of I plate per 4 plates into 10% FBS-DMEM (8 mls

media/plate).

2.2 Transient Gene Transfer

GC cells were transfected by the calcium phosphate-DNA precipitation method.

Following a single passage ofthe GC cells post-thaw, cells were plated in densities of
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1 x 106 cells/plate and transfected 1 day after plating. The cells were refed with 10 %

FBS - DMEM prior to transfection. For each respective construct, 20 ¡rg of test plasmid

and 50 ng of pRL-CMV was made up to a volume of 500 ¡rL in 252mM CaClz, incubated

for 30 minutes on ice and 10 minutes ât room temperature, added gradually to an equal

volume of aerated, room temperature 2 X HEPEs-buffered saline (HEBS) (280 mM

NaCl, 50mM HEPES pH 7.0 and 1.5mM Na2PO4). Precipitate was allowed to form at

room temperature for 30 minutes, and 490 pL was added per culture plate in a drop wise

manner. Following a 16 hour transfection period, the cells were washed 2X with PBS-

CMF. Co-transfection with pRL-CMV was used as a control for DNA uptake and values

were used subsequently to normalize the firefly luciferase activity (firefly

luciferase/Renilla luciferase) from the test gene.

2.3 Reporter Gene Assays

Transfected GC cells were harvested with PBS-CMF/1mM EDTA pH8.0, pelleted

and lysed on ice in 400 pL of 0.1% Triton X-i00 in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8. After

incubation on ice for 15 minutes, insoluble material was removed by centrifugation and

the firefly and Renilla luciferase activities in 20 ¡"lL of the supernatant was measured

using the Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay System (Promega) and a luminometer (Lumat

L89507, EG & G Berthold) according to the manufacturer's instructions. Luciferase

activity was normalized against lysate protein content as determined by the Bradford

assay (BioRad).
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2.4 Stable Gene Transfer

GC cells were transfected by the calcium phosphate DNA precipitation method as

described previously (6i). Following a single passage of the cells post-thaw, cells were

plated at densities of 5 x 105 cells/plate and transfected 24 hours after plating. The cells

were refed with 10 % FBS - DMEM prior to transfection. For each respective construct,

30 and 50 ¡rg of test plasmid and 10 ¡rg of pneodx was made up to a volume of 500 pL in

252 mM CaCl2, incubated on ice for 30 minutes and at room temperature fo¡ l0 minutes.

The mixture was gradually added to an equal volume of aerated room temperature 2 X

HEPES-buffered saline (HEBS). Precipitate was allowed to form at room temperature

for 30 minutes, and 490 ¡rL was added per culture plate in a drop wise manner.

Following a 24 hour transfection period, cells were washed trvice with PBS-CMF, and

refed with 10% FBS - DMEM and 0.5 mglml G-418 (Geneticin; Invitrogen). Following a

72 hol:r incubation at 37"C, in the presence of SVo COz (19:1 humidified airlCOz

atmosphere), the G-418 concentration was increased to 0.75 mg/ml. Following another

72 hour period, the cells were assessed for selection and the G-418 concentration

increased to 1.0 mg/ml if growing clones were present but the confluence exceeded 50%;

or the G-418 concentration lowered to 0.2 mg/ml if growing clones were present but the

confluence was below 20%o oî the plate. Cells were propagated under selection until

forming distinct colonies, transferred to 6-well plates, grown to confluence and

transferred to 100 mm plates in the absence of G-41 8. The presence of plasmids were

ascertained during PCR and slot blot assays, but were maintained indirectly through a 50

U/ml penicillin, 50 ug/ml streptomycin/sO0 uM glutamine increase, due to the antibiotic

resistance conferred to the clones through the transfected plasmids.
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2.5 DNA Isolation And Reporter Gene Assay

A modified DNA isolation protocol (80) was used for the isolation ofgenetic

material from GC cells designated: HS V(f) clone 11, HS VG) clone 2, HS V(r) clone 8

and HS V(r) clone 10. Briefly, after cells from section 2.0 reached confluence, they were

harvested with PBS-CMF/1mM EDTA pH 8.0, divided into two sets of tubes and

pelleted. The pellet was resuspended fully in 1 mL of TSM/0.5% NP-40 (10 mM Tris-

HCI pH 7.6, 150 mM NaCl, 2 mM MgClz and 0.5% (v/v) NP-40) and incubated on ice

for 10 minutes, the insoluble material pelleted by centrifugation and the pellet

resuspended ìn 420 ¡.+L RSB (15 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 15 mM NaCl, 3 mM MgCl2). The

sample was incubated ovemight at 37"C after addition of digestion mixture I (10 mM

EDTA pH 8.0, 0.16 M NaCl, 2.20lo Na-sarcosyl,and0.476 pglpl proteinase K) and again

after the addition of 10 ¡.rg DNase-free RNase (Sigma). Proteinase K concentration was

increased to 0.893 ¡-rglpl and incubated at37"C for 2-3 hours, followed by the addition of

5% (v/v) 3M NaOAc pH 5.2. Mixing or nutation was performed for t hour following the

addition of 1 :1 phenoVIAC, phases were separated by centrifugation, the aqueous phase

washed again with 1:1 phenol/IAC and then resuspended in an equal volume of IAC.

After phase separation via centrifugation, 1 volume of isopropanoi vr'as added to the

aqueous phase and incubated at room temperature for I hour. The DNA was pelleted by

centrifugation and the pellet washed with 70% ethanol and dried. The alternate set of

pellets were lysed in 400 ¡rl of 0.1% Triton X-100 in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.8 on ice for

15 minutes. The insoluble material was removed by centrifugation and the firefly

luciferase activity in 20 ¡.ll of the supematânt was measured using the Luciferase Assay
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System and a luminometer according to the manufacturers instructions, Luciferase

activity was normalized against lysate protein content as determined by the Bradford

protein assay. All remaining clones were processed via a modified transgenic assay

protocol (80). Briefly, after cells from section 2.0 reached confluence, they were

harvested with PBS-CMF/I mM EDTA pH 8.0, divided into two sets of tubes and

pelleted. The pellets were lysed on ice in 400 ¡rl of 0.i% Triton X-100 in 100 mM Tris-

HCI pH 7.8 for 15 minutes. The insoluble material was transferred for isolation of DNA

following centrifugation and the firefly luciferase activity in 20 ¡rl of the supernatant was

measured using the Luciferase Assay System and a luminometer according to the

manufacturers instructions. Luciferase activity was normalized against lysate protein

content as determined by the Bradford protein assay. The insoluble material was treated

rvith 700 ¡-rl digestion mix II (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 7.5 mM NaCl, 25 mM EDTA pH

8.0, 1% SDS and 1/2 mglml proteinase K) for 16 hours, treated with phenol as before and

ethanol precipitated. All DNA was resuspended in 50-100 ¡rl of 1X TE buffer.

2.6 Nuclease Protection (Footprinting) Assay

Three fragments derived from HS V and representing positions 32271-32073,

32073-31917 and 31917-31?02relative to 4C00583 (3) were generated via PCR and 32P-

end-labelling at the 5' end ând separately at the 3' end using Ta polynucleotide kinase,

Nuclear protein from GC cells was incubated in buffer D (20 mM HEPES pH 7.9,20%

(v/v) glycerol, 0.1 M KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, I mM PMSF and 0.5 mM DTT) with I ng of

"P-labell"d probe and with 6.25 mM MgCtz, and I ¡-rg of poly dIdC for 20 minutes, on

ice. Following incubation ofthe reactions af 26"C for 1 minute, 24 pl of digestion mix
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III (lU of RNase-free DNase I, 7.8 mM MgClz and 3.9 mM CaCh in buffer D) was

added for 1 minute and immediately quenched. All reactions were compared to a free

probe reaction in which no nuclear protein was added. The reactions were subsequently

incubated at 37'C for 30 minutes, treated with phenol as before and ethanol precipitated.

The resulting DNA was resolved by electrophoresis in 0.5 X TBE (25 mM Tris, 25 mM

boric acid and 0.5 mM EDTA) on a non-denaturing 6%o acrylamide gel. Once complete,

the gels were dried and exposed to X-ray film at -70'C.

2,7 PlasmidConstructions

The 5'region corresponding to the previously reported HS V (53) (-32271 to

-31703 relative to GH-Np, accession no. 4C00583) was generated via PCR, isolated as

an XhoI fragment and inserted inío the XhoI site upstream of pTS ll,uc (87) to generate

both HS V(f) and HS V(r). A 203 base pair sub-fragment of the previously reported HS

yII (60) corresponding to nucleotides 1298-1500 (2038) was generated previously via

PCR (60) and inserted into the HindIIIlSacI site upstream of pT8lluc to create

1298/15OOG.TKp,luc (1298/1500G). To create 2038 HS V(f) and 2038 HS Y(r), Xhol

cut HS V was inserted into the Xhol site of the dephosphorylated 1298/1500G. The full

enhancer region of HS I/lI was cloned from a Pi clone of human genomic DNA (P1-3;

clone address: DMPC-HFF#1-I434-A) digested, blunted and inserted into the Jm aI site

of pT8lLuc to create the plasmid t.6K Bgl II-TKluc (1/l605G.TKp.luc or 1/1605G) as

previously described (60). To create 1.6G HS V(Ð and 1.6G HS V(r), XåoI cut HS V

was inserted into the XhoI site of the dephosphorylated 1/1605G. To create construct HS

V(r) 1.6G and HS V(f) 1r6G , XhoI cut HS V was inserted into the ,S¿lI site of the



dephosphorylated 1/1605G. Overlapping fragments representative of HS V regions,

namely: Fragment III (322721-32073); Fragment II (32073-31917) and Fragment I

(31917-31702) (relative to 4C00583)(3) generated by PCR and isolated as XhoI

fragments were inserted into the XhoI site of 1/1605G, to create constructs 1.6G Frag

il(Ð, 1.6G Frag III(r), 1.6G Frag I(Ð, l.6G Frag II(r), 1.6G Frag I(f) and Frag I(r),

respectively. Flanking constructs HS V(f,Ð and HS V (f,r) were generated by insertion of

PCR-generated HS V l¿¡II fragments into the AatII site of HS V(f) (Figure 2). All

consÍucts were analyzed via restriction mapping and sequenced to confirm orientation.

Table l Origin of the constructs generated for study of HS V.

Base
Plasmid

Construct
Generated

Vector
Restriction
Cut

Insert
Restriction
Cut

Insert Origin

pT8lLuc Basal reporter N/A N/A Ref.87

TK HS V(Ð Xhol XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR

TK HS V(r) XhoI XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR

1298/1500G Minimal

Enhancer

N/A N/A Ref.60

r29811500G 2038 HS V(Ð XhoI Xhol HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR

1298/1s00G 203B HS V(r) Xhol XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR

t/1605G Full length

Enhancer

N/A N/A Ref.60

1/160sG 1.6G HS v(Ð XhoI XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(T) PCR

1/1605G 1.6G HS V(r) Xhol XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR
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Table 1. Origin ofthe constructs generated for study of HS V

2.8 PCR Sequencing of Constructs

All sequencing reactions were performed using the frnol@ DNA cycle Sequencing

system (Promega). Briefly, 235 ng template DNA and 4.7 ng primer DNA were added to

a reaction mixture containing 33 mM dNTPs (excluding the radioactive dNTP which was

brought to a final concentration of 87 MBq) lX sequencing buffer and 1 Unit Taq DNA

polymerase (sequencing grade). The mixture underwent 30 cycles in a thermocycler with

a program constituted of 1 minute denaturation ar95"C,30 seconds annealing at 55'C

and 1 minute extension aT 70oC. Upon completion, a 950/o formamide containing stop

Base
Plasmid

Construct
Generated

Vector
Restriction
Cut

Insert
Restriction
Cut

Insert Origin

t/1605G HS V(Ð 1.6G SalI XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(r) PCR

l/t605G HS V(r) 1.6G Sall XhoI HSV(Ð + HSV(I) PCR

1/1605G 1.6G Frag I(f) XhoI Xhol HSV(Ð + FlRPCR

l/1605G I .6G Frag I(r) Xhol Xhol HSV(Ð + FlR PCR

t/1605G 1.6G Frag II(f) Xhol XhoI F2F + F2R PCR

t/1605G 1.6G Frag II(r) XhoI XhoI F2F + F2R PCR

t/1605G 1.6G Frag III(f) Xhol XhoI F3F + HSV(r) PCR

t/1605G 1.6G Frag III(r) XhoI XhoI F3F + HSV(r) PCR

HS v(Ð HS v(qÐ AatII AatII HSVIatI[(f) +

HSVIa/II(r) PCR

HS V(Ð HS v(f,Ð AatII AatlT HSVlatIl(f) +

HSVIø/II(I) PCR



solution was added, the sample heated to 95'C for 10 minutes and loaded immediately on

a6%o acrylamide gel in 1.0 XTBE (49.4 mM Tris, 50 mM boric acid and 1.0 mM EDTA)

while on ice. The DNA fragments were resolved by electrophoresis at 45 W constant

power supply for 1.5-3 hours. Once completed, the gel was removed from the plates

using a Whatman 3 MM paper, dried and exposed to an X-ray film at -70"C for 24-72

hours and the film developed.

Table 2, Primer oligonucleotides used for polymerase chain reâction

All PCR reactions were mn in a PTC-100"'' Programmable Thermal Controller with

Peltier-Effect Cycling according to the following program specifications:

Step 1 (denaturation): 95"C for 5 minutes

Step 2 (annealing): 60"C for 45 seconds

Primer name Sequence (5'---3')

HSV (Ð CTAAACTCGAGTAGAGGATAAGTGTGAGGAC

HSV (r) CCATCCTCGAGCGAGCTGGACCACCTTAACTT

lqt Lttc GGCGTCTTCCATTTTACCAACAG

F1R ACCACCTCGAGAATTCAGCTGGAGAAACTG

F2F TTCTCGAGCTGTAAAATGGGG

F2R GTTCTGGCTCGAGGGAATCACGG

F3F GTCCAGCTCGAGTGATTCCCTCGGACC

HSVlaflI (f) CTCGAGCGAGCTGGACGTCCTTAACTTCATC

HSVladl (r) CTCGAGTACACGTCAAGTGTGAGGACTGGGG



Step 3 (extension): 72' C for 1 minute and 30 seconds

Step 4 (denaturation): 95'C for 1 minute

Step 5 (cycling): Repeat 30 times to Step 2

Step 6 (elongation): 60"C for 1 minute

Step 7 (final extension): 72"C for 10 minutes

Step 8: 4'C for 35 minutes.

2.9 Maxam-GilbertSequencingReactions

The 258, 181 and 195 base pair double stranded oligonucleotides, representing

overlapping 5', center and 3' regions of the HS V sequence (derived from the positions

31712-32259 of the åGH LCR, Genbank accession number 4C00583) respectively, and

having the sequences given in Table 2 were 32P-end-labelling using Ta poly-nucleotide

kinase. To elucidate Ç+A cleavage positions within the fragment sequences, 5 ng labeled

DNA was added to 1 ¡rg carrier DNA (poly dIdC) in 30 ¡rl sdIIzO. The reaction was

incubated at 37"C for 25 minutes after addition of lM formic acid (pH 2) to a {rnal

concentration of 33.3 mM, followed by the addition of fresh 1M piperidine at 0'C to a

final concentration of 828.7 mM. The sample was incubated at 90'C for 30 minutes and

then allowed to cool to room temperature. The sample was precipitated with ¿-butanol,

resuspended in water, re-precipitated with n -butanol and washed with 95yo ethanol. The

sample was finally resuspended in sequencing loading buffer and resolved by

electrophoresis in lX TBE (49.4 mM Tris, 50 mM boric acid, 1 mM EDTA) on a 6%

polyacrylamide gel. Once complete, the gels were dried and exposed to X-ray film at

-70"C for 24-72 hours and the film developed.



Figure 2. Graphical representation of the constructs generated to determine the

insulator potential of HS V, All constructs listed were derived from a pT8ll-uc plasmid

developed by Nordeen (87). Cattini and colleagues generously provided Pl clones that

were used in the study to derive the 1298/1500G and 1/1605G enhancers (60). Arrows

denote orientation of the fragments. In addition to the multi-cloning site is an ampicillin

resistance gene (AmpR) not depicted for simplicity. The HS V(r) l.6G construct is not

shown, but is equivalent to the HS V(Ð 1.6G construct (A) but with the HS V in the

reverse orientation. The numbers 1,2 and 3 on the vector diagram represent the locations

of the elements listed below (in boxes) for each construct. An absence of a box in

positions 1 ,2 or 3 denote that there is no intervening DNA inserted at that point (B). The

luciferase promoter is iisted on the vector diagram upstream of the luciferase reporter

gene, listed as TKp and Luciferase, respectively. Only positions 1,2 and 3 change with

each respective construct. The remainder of the construct (i.e. location of SV40 origin,

TKp, Luciferase and the multi-cloning site) remain as depicted in the vector diagram.

Please refer to the text for definitions and construction ofeach plasmid.
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2.10 Nuclear Protein Preparations

GC cells were cultured as in Section 2.1, until confluent. Cells were harvested

with PBS-CMF/ImM EDTA pH 8.0, pelleted to a packed cell volume (PCV) of 2.0,

resuspended in 5 cell volumes of hypotonic buffer A (i 0 mM HEPES-KOH pH 1 .9, 1.5

mM MgClz, 10 mM KCl,0.5 M DTT, 1 mM PMSF and2 ¡t"glml aprotinin) and incubated

on ice for 10 minutes. Cells were centrifuged at 750 x g in a HN-S clinical centrifuge

for 10 minutes at 4oC and the supematant was removed. The pellet was resuspended in 2

volumes of buffer A and homogenized with the loose (type B) pestle of the Dounce

homogenizer to break open the swollen cells and release the nuclei. Insoluble material

was removed with centrifugation at 750 x g in a HN-S clinical centrifuge and the nuclei

pelleted by centrifugation a|27,200 x g (Beckman JA-20 rotor) for 20 minutes at 4'C.

The nuclei were resuspended in 3 mls/lOe cells of high salt buffer C (20 mM HEPES-

KOH pH 7.9,25% v/v glycerol, 0.42 M NaCl, 1.5mM MgCh, 0.2 M EDTA, 0.5 M DTT,

I mM PMSF), homogenized with the loose type B pestle for the Dounce homogenizer

and nutated gently for 30 minutes at 4oC to allow high salt extraction to occur. A yield of

approximately 40% of the original PCV of nuclear cytoplasm (nucleoplasm) was

centrifuged at 30,000 x g (Beckman JA-21 rotor) to remove insoluble material and the

supernatant (containing nuclear proteins) was placed in Spectrapor 6-8K dialysis tubing

and dialyzed against 100 volumes of buffer D (20 mM HEPES-KOH pH 7.9,20%o vlv

glycerol, 0.I M KCl, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.5 M DTT, lmM PMSF) at 4oC for 3 hrs. The

extract was then re-centrifuged, assayed for protein concentration via the Bradford assay

divided into aliquots and stored at -70'C after flash -freezing in a 95%o ethanol/COz bath.
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2,ll DNA SIot Blot and Probe Preparation

Following DNA isolation and resuspension in 1X TE (DNA Isolation and

Reporter Gene Assay protocol), all samples were diluted to 4 pg DNA per 100 ¡rl lX TE

and lM NaOH was added to a final concentration of 0.3 M on ice. Samples were heated

to 37'C for 30 minutes to denature and placed immediately on ice to prevent renaturation.

Ice cold ammonium acetate was added to a hnal concentration of 1 M and the samples

were briefly centrifuged and loaded onto the slot blot apparatus after rinsing the wells

with I M ammonium acetate (Minifold II Slotblot system@, Schleicher & Schuell, Inc.).

Copy number determinants were loaded as an increasing concentration, calculated for

each construct used (see Appendix). ForpT81Luc,8.48 pgwas equivalent to I copy, and

42.4 pgwas equivalent to 5 copies. For HS V(f,r), 9.65 pg was equivalent to I copy, and

48.25 pg was equivalent to 5 copies. Once the samples adhered onto the nitrocellulose

membrane, it was rinsed in 6 X SSC and baked for 10 minutes at 80'C in a vacuum oven.

The blot was pre-hybridized in a buffered solution (5 mM NaPO+ pH 6.5, 0.25 mg/ml

IRNA, 0.25 mg/ml salmon sperm, 1% SDS, 5 X SSC, 5 X Denhardts, 1.5 X formamide)

for 2 hrs at 42'C (Model 2000 Micro-Hybridization Incubator, Robbins Scientif,rc@).

Construct pTSlLuc was digested with.EcoRI (HC) with 3Ulpg DNA at37'C for 24

hours and the 733 base-pair region conesponding to a portion ofthe luciferase gene was

GF-X purified after agarose gel electrophoresis to resolve the fragment (GFX-' PCR

DNA and Gel Band Purification Kit, Amersham Pharmacia Biotech Inc.). The 733 base-

pair fragment (40 ng) was radiolabelled using the random-priming kit (Promega) and

determined to have a specific activity of 8.28 x 108 cpm/¡.rg. The radiolabelled probe was

boiled with an RNA,/DNA probe buffer (1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA and 1 mg/ml



tRNA) for 5 minutes and placed immediately on ice. The probe mixture was added with

a buffered solution (1.5 X de-ionized formamide, 5 X Denhardts, 5 X SSC, 5 mM NaPO¿

pH 6,5, i g/ml dextran sulphate) to the nitrocellulose membrane and hybridized ovemight

at 42"C. The nitrocellulose membrane was then washed at 65'C with 0.1 X SSC/O.1%

SDS solution three times and exposed to X-ray film for 24 hours at -70"C using

intensiSring screens.

Statistical analysis of the data was done using the Mann-Whitney (nonparamehic)

test. Altematively, the Kruskal-Wallis (nonparamehic) ANOVA with Dunn's muitiple

comparisons post hoc test was employed. In all cases, a value was considered

statistically significant if P was determined to be <0.01.
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CHAPTER3. RESULTS

3.1 The 203 base pair (1298/1500G) sub-fragment ofl/1605G enhancer region of

¿GH HS UII is insufficient to direct high level reporter expression in GC cells.

A functional regulatory system was required to determine the extent that HS V

could deregulate communication between the regulatory system and its promoter. An

enhancing system was preferred becâuse of the obvious effect a decrease in activity

would have on the reporter. Simitarly, a reporter gene that expressed a stable product

that was eâsy to measure was preferred. A logical option was a system derived from the

hGH LCR that was previously well characterized, namely 1298/1500G (60). 1298/1500G

was derived from åGH LCR HS VII, a powerful enïancer element that was shown to

direct efficient expression of the GH-N gene (53). The 1298/1500G fragment was shown

to have a 5 fold enhancing effect on a firefly luciferase reporter gene under a minimal

thymidine kinase promoter in GC cells (60). Using an enhancer from the same locus

control region and potentially influencing the same genes as the insulator being tested

also decreased any potential tissue limitations either element could harbor (90). An

attempt to achieve reproducible enhancement with 1298/1500G led to a significant 1.4

fold enhancing effect when transiently transfected into GC cells (n=16). To test the

effect of HS V on the enhancer, a sequence reported to contain HS V-related sequences

of the åGH LCR (from 31712-32259 base pairs) was generated via PCR of a BlueScript

based Pi clone of the GH locus, called 10K BSSK (60). Using primers HS V(f) and HS

V(r), the PCR product was ligated in the forward and reverse orientation into anllzol site

of pTSll.uc as well as 1298/1500G. This resulted in four constructs labeled as HS V(f),

HS VG), 2038 HS V(f) and 2038 HS V(r) in Figure 2. HS V(Ð and HS V(r) (therein



referred to as HS V construct) were tested for any inherent regulatory control HS V may

possess on the thymidine kinase promoter'/firefly luciferase reporter system. No

significant inlerent regulatory control existed from HS V on the reporter system (Figure

3). 2038 HS V(Ð and 2038 HS V(r) were tested for any effect HS V might have on the

enhancer's regulatory capacily. No significant results could be drawn from 2038 HS

V(f) or 2038 HS V(r) since they were outside of the statistically relevant boundaries in

comparison to the 1.4 fold enhancing effect (Figure 3). This was interpreted to be due to

high basal reporter activity levels and a low transfection efficiency.

3,2 The 1/1605G fragment of the distal HS I/II enhancer of the ftGH LCR can

direct high reporter expression levels in GC cells,

A¡ altemative to 1298/1500G as an enhancer system was sought because of its

low level increase in expression over basal reporter expression levels. The full-length

1/l 605G fragment of HS VII was previously shown to direct 5,2 fold expression in GC

cells upon transient transfection (60). Significant enhancing activity was established with

1/1605 using both a heterologous promoter (i.e. a minimal thymidine kinase promoter, or

TKp) and a homologous promoter (i.e. GH-N promoter) making 1/1605 a good candidate

to examine HS V's regulatory capacity (Figure 3X60). l/1605 is native to the GH gene

family locus, as is HS V, thus using 1/1605 as an enhancer in the study minimized

foreign gene effects, or non-congruence between crs-acting transcription factors. The

results presented in Figure 3 represent the magnitude difference or fold effect between

the activity observed and basal pTSlLuc expression, and since pT8ll-uc has an inlerent

ratio of 1, it is not shown separately (Figure 3). Note that the pT8ll-uc plasmid contains
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Figure 3. I)evelopment of a working system:
HS I/II 1298/1500G fragment versus l./L605G enhancer
activity in relatÍon to HS V of the hGH LCR in transient
transfection assays of GC cells.
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the TKp and the repofter luciferase gene. The HS V was therefore ligated in both

orientations into the 1/1605G vector via its Xhol sife. Graphical maps ofthe resulting

constructs are depicted as conshucts 1.6G HS V(f) and 1.6G HS V(r) in Figure 2.

Comparison of the basal pTSll.uc construct and 1/1605G in transient transfection assays

showed a significant 2.3 fold enhancing effect (n:24). 1.6G HS V(r) demonstrated a

significant 1.7 fold decrease in enhancer activity whereas 1.6G HS V(f) decreased the

enhancer activity on the reporter by 50% (n=24, p< 0.01). A small variation in

expression was observed for conshucts HS V(Ð and HS V(r) in the experiment, but this

was non-significant (Figure 3). The 1/1605G was an øcceptable enhancer element to

determine the effect of HS V on regulatory elements. The data suggests that HS V

decreases the effect of an enhancer on a promoter.

3,3 The fragment corresponding to HS V of the l¡GH LCR is position dependant

as shown through trânsient transfection assays of GC cells.

To determine whether the decrease described above reflects "repression" as

opposed to an insulator mechanism, the HS V fragment was sub-cloned in both

orientations into a,SalI site residing upstream ofthe 1/1605G enhancer. A graphical map

of the HS V(Ð 1.6G construct resulting from the sub-cloning is depicted in Figure 2. The

complement construct, HS VG) 1.6G resulting from the said sub-cloning is not shown,

but is identical to HS V(f) 1.6G with the exception of the orientation of HS V, which is

reversed, so that the sequence reads in the reverse relative to the frame ofthe l/i605

enlancer. Repressors are usually bi-directional in mechanism, utilizing a trans-actiîg

protein (Figure l), thus placing a repressor before an enhancer would still decrease the
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enhancer's activity (7). Conversely, classical insulators are defined as being position

specific, and must be interposed between an enhancer ând its promoter to decrease the

regulatory element effect (7). The effect of HSVupstreamof 1/1605Gwasnot

significant and only decreâsed the enhancer activity by 0.71 fold for HS V(f) 1.6G and

0.5 fold for HS V(r) 1.6G (Figure 4) (n=24). The deuease in enhancer activíty HS Il

demonstrotes is thereþre position specific.

3.4 The insulation potential of HS V Ís localized functionally to the 410 base pair

region in transient transfection assays of GC cells.

To localize the repressing effect ofHS V on a regulatory element, the full-length

HS V-related sequence was fragmented into three parts. This was accomplished through

the generation ofthree PCR products using several overlapping primers. The three

fragments were named fragment I (258 base pairs in length conesponding to base pair

31917-31702 relative to 4C00583), fragment II (181 base pairs in length corresponding

to base pair 32073-31917 relative to 4C00583) and fragment III (195 base pairs in length

corresponding to base pair 322721-32073 relative to 4C00583) (3). Ail constructs were

generated by ligation of the PCR-derived sub-fragments into the XhoI site of 1/1605G, in

both orientations (1.6G Frag I(Ð-1.6G Frag III(f) and 1.6G Frag I(r)-1.6G Frag III(I),

Figure 2). In relation to the GH-N start site, fragment I is the most proximal 3' fragment

and fragment III is the most distal 5'fragment, Construct 1.6G Frag I(f) decreased the

enhanced reporter expression by 0.27, and was deemed as having no significant effect on

the enhancer (Figure 5). 1.6G Frag II(f) significantly increased the enïanced reporter

expression by 1.29 fold (n=16, p<0.0025). 1.6G Frag III(f) demonstrated a significant



Figure 4. Testing repressor potential: position effects
of HS V on thymidine kinase promoter activity in
transient transfection assays ofGC cells.
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50% decrease in enhancer activity on reporter expression. 1.6G Frag I(r) demonstrated a

signif,rcant (1i8%) reduction in enhancer effect upon the reporter (n=16, p<0.0025).

Similarly, 1.6G Frag II(r) demonstrated a significant (142%) reduction in enlancer

activity in regards to the reporter (n=16, p<0.0025). 1.6G Frag III(r) demonstrated a 50%

reduction in enhancer effect upon luciferase expression. The 50% reduction observed for

constructs 1 .6G Frag III(f) and 1.6G Frag III(r) are due to the same ffagment (fragment

III), but in opposite orientation (Figure 5). As defined by Majumder (i6), a requirement

of insulator potential is that the reduction in enlancer effect is orientation-dependant.

Sínce fragment III did notfulfill the requirement of orientation-dependence when

reducing the effect of an enhancer on a promoter, it does notfulfill this criterion of a

defined ínsulator when tested in transient trdnsfection assays.

3.5 GC nuclear protein interacts with sub-fragments I and II, but not III

of the l¡GH LCR HS V-related sequences.

The DNAse I protection assay was used to investigate specific GC nuclear protein

interaction with the three sub-fragments of the HS V region. Structural or conformational

changes in either nucleic acid or protein architecture tend to reflect flinctional changes

observed in gene expression regulation, making the fooþrinting protection assay a logical

progression from the previous data (7). To show DNAse I protection pattems on each

DNA strand, the sub-fragments were radiolabelled at one end for the forward set of

reactions and at the opposite end for the reverse set ofreactions. The radiolabelled DNA

(1 ng) was incubated with 25 ¡rg and 100 ¡rg of GC nuclear protein and subjected to

DNase I digestion for increasing periods of time. In both shands of fragments I and II,
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stretches of 40-80 nucleotides were found to be protected from digestion, regardless of

orientation. More specif,rcally, three distinct regions attributed to nuclear protein binding

were identified in these sub-fragments. Upon searching for consensus between the

forward and reverse set of reactions and extrapolating the most likely nuclear protein

candidates according to homology between Sanger sequencing information and Transfac

(Maltspector S.22, version 4 databases) several potential candidates were identified. For

sub-fragment II of the lrGH LCR HS V, GATA, AP1, APl FosJun and LMO2

transcription factors were candidate proteins for binding to a 20 base pair 'fooþrint'

region (Figure 6). Conversely, sub-fragment I of the åGH LCR HS V fooþrint data

highlighted an area of 15 base pairs in length that showed a high degree of homology

with LMO2 and GATA transcription factor core and matrix associated binding (Figure

6). Sub-fragment III ofthe ¿GH LCR HS V possessed no remarkable footprint regions,

and it was not pursued in detail for furthe¡ assays, when coupled with the functional data

(Figure 7).
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Table 3. Putative transcription factor binding sites as determined through

Maltlnspector 2.2 Transfac Database homology search between the sequences that

rvere bound by GC cell nuclear protein in the footprinting assay (5).

Transcription
Factor

Binding
Sequence
lCore in Bold)

Matrix
Similarity

Core
Similarity

Fragment
(orientation
in brackets)

GATA 1

^taacgatagtgac
0.946 1.0 II (reverse)

Lmo2 acgat^gtc 0.960 1.0 II (reverse)

AP-1 agtgactgcca 0.945 t.0 II (reverse)

GATA-i cagtgâtâgcaat 0.922 1.0 II (forward)

Lmo2 gtgatagca 0.921 1.0 II (forward)

AP- 1 lrovtun) actgacggtgg 0.889 t.0 II (forward)

GATA-1 ctgaggat^gcaag 0.917 t.0 I (reverse)

Lmo2 agg t^gca 0.906 1.0 I (reverse)

GATA-1 gaacg t^ggàcT 0.949 1.0 I (forward)

Lmo2 acg t^gga o.941 1.0 I (forward)

ðEF-1 gctcaccttgc 0.967 1.0 I (reverse)

NFAT aggagg 
^ 

ccg 0.94',7 1.0 I (forward)

ôEF-1 ggtcaccttgc 0.952 1.0 I (forward)

NFAT aggagg aaccg 0.947 1.0 I (reverse)

Core similarity denotes the degree of consensus between the minimum nucleotide

sequence that is necessary to bind the given transcription factor and the sequence

submitted to Maltlnspector 2.2 Tnnsfac Database, where 1.0 denotes a perfect match (5).
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Figure 5. Localization of insulator potential:
Abrogation of thymidine kinase promoter activity
under influence of three separate overlapping HS V
fragments in transient transfection assays of GC cells
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3.6 The HS V(f) construct displays greater linearity in correlating copy

number and Iuciferase expression than does the basal reporter (pT81Luc) construct,

Stable clones of constructs pT8l Luc and HS V(f) were created. A relationship

between environment and expression was examined through stable integration ofthe

latter constructs. Stable integration ofa reporter gene (in this case, firefly luciferase)

would potentially be subjected to position effects from adjacent regulatory elements and

alter the quantitâtive expression of luciferase. This would occur because the integration

event is at random and the incidence ofinsertion next to a regulatory element (whether

enïancer, repressor or silencer) could be high. A plot of reporter gene expression against

copy number would therefore be variable and a result of the cumulative effects ofthe

regulatory sequences influencing the reporter. In other words, a non-linear correlation

between expression and copy number is indicative ofan interaction between genomic

environment and expression, Placement of an insulator between the integrated reporter

gene and any genomic regulatory sequences would circumvent the communication

between the two and make the reporter independent of location. A potential insulator

could be tested for this in vivo buffering capacity through the creation of stable lines

carrying the sequence of interest (in this case HS V) and subsequently determining the

correlation between copy number and expression. The expected result, if HS V is an

insulator, is a linear conelation between the number ofreporter gene copies and their

expression in vivo, In other words, a linear or near-linear cotelation between

expression and copy number is índicative of independence between the reporter gene's

expression and its environmen f. Regression analysis of the linear correlation between the

copy number and luciferase expression in GC cells stably transfected with both the



pTSlLuc basal reporter plasmid and the HS V(f) (clone 2) construct yielded an I value

of2x 10-s and 0.2886, respectively (Figures 8,9, 10). Thereþre, placing HS V upstream

of a reporter íncreases the índependence of the system from genomic rcgulatory effects.

3,7 The HS V (f,r) construct displays greater linearity in correlating copy

number and luciferase expression than does the HS V(f) construct,

Regression analysis of the linear correlation between copy number and luciferase

expression in GC cells stably transfected with HS V(f,r) yielded an I value of0.1936

(not shown). The data point conesponding to clone 2 was discarded and the correlation

re-analyzed since it was observed to have altemative re-arrangements of HS V foilowing

integration into the rat genome, as assessed by the polymerase chain reaction assay. The

re-assessed regression analysis of the linear correlation between the copy number and

luciferase expression in rat pituitary cells stably transfected with HS V(f,Ð yielded an I

value of 0.4134 (Figure 12). Flanking the reporter gene with HS l/ increases the

independence of the system from genomic effects above that ofa single HS V element

upstream of the reporter gene.
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Figure 6. The 181 base pair sub-fragment II and the 258 base pair sub -fragment of

the åGH LCR HS V element possesses a 124 base pair and 8I base pair region that

is protected form nuclease by pituitary nuclear extract, respectively, DNase I

protection assay ofthe 181 base pair fragment II ofHS V in both the forward and reverse

orientations. Control represents the DNase I pattern generated from sub-fragment II

(1 ng) with the EcoRI site radiolabelled, in the presence ofGC nuclear cell proteins.

Lanes marked 25P,25 and 100 indicate the DNase I pâttem generated with sub-fragment

II in the presence of (Heparin-agarose resin purified 25 ¡rg, 25 ¡tgand 100 ¡rg total

nuclear protein) GC cell nuclear extract. Two regions, spanning 63 base pairs and 20

base pairs in length can be visualized as being protected by pituitary protein on the

forward orientation of sub-fragment II, and three regions, spanning 16 base pairs, 27 base

pairs, and another 16 base pairs in length can be visualized as being protected by pituitary

protein on the reverse orientation of sub-fragment II (marked in black alongside the

lanes). The radiolabelled probe was made using a Prime-a-gene kit, and had a specific

activity of 6.5 x 10e cpm/¡.rg. The gel was exposed to X-ray film at -70"C for 72 hours

with an intensifliing screen.
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Figure 7. The 195 base pair sub-fragment III of HS V does not

display distinct regions protected from nuclease by GC cell

nuclear extract. DNase I protection assay of the 195 bp fragment

III of the ¿GH LCR HS V element in the forward orientation.

Control represents the DNase I pattern generated from sub-fragment

III (1 ng) with 1þ I restriction site radiolabelled, in the absence of

pituilary proteins. Lanes marked 25 and 100 indicate the DNase I

pattern generated with sub-fragment III in the presence of (25 and

100 ug, respectively) GC cell nuclear extract. There does not exist

any regions that demonstrate protection from nuclease by pituitary

proteins. The radiolabelled probe was made using a Prime-a-gene

Kit, with a specific activity of 1.78 x 107 cpm/ug. The gel was

exposed to X-ray film at -70oC for 48 hours with an intensifying

screen.
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Figure 8. Quantitative determination of ' A B C
stably integrated constructs in GC cells 3 E8**â¿ ' ' . ., 5*+
using the slot blot assay. Slot blot assay 4

determining the relatíve number of constructs
5*

stably integraled in each respective

transfected GC clone. The probe wasa733 6

base pair EcoRI restriction fragment from 7 :,:3: 
.

pT8lluc, corresponding to a portion ofthe g

luciferase reporter gene. The radiolabelled 
g

probe was made using a Prime-a-gene-kit {æ

with a specific activity of 8.28 x 108 cpm/ug. l0

The nitrocellulose membrane was exposed for 1l

48 hours at -70C in an intensifring plate. 
12

Autoradiograph intensities are relative to

pT8lluc and HS V (f,r) standards (lane A) I 3

and conelated to expression levels 14

(not shown) via densitometric analysis I5
(NIH Image 1.61).
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Figure 9. The expression of firefly luciferase under the control ofa basal thymidine

kinase promoter in stably transfected GC cells. A graph representing an absence of

correlation between copy number and luciferase expression in stably transfected GC

cells. Luciferase values were conected with Renilla luciferase and averaged. Points

represent individual clones, in this case, all contain the pT8lLuc plasmid.
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Figure 10. The potential of a single ¿GH LCR HS V related sequence upstream of

the firefly luciferase reporter gene to insulate against position effects in GC cells. A

graph representing a relatively linear (y=549.8lx + 3187, I = O.ZaSe¡ correlation

between copy number and luciferase expression in stably transfected GC cells.

Luciferase values were conected with Renilla luciferase and averaged. Points represent

individual clones, in this case, all contain the HS V(f) plasmid.
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Figure 11. The human growth hormone locus control region expanded from

approximately 43712 to 8897 base pairs upstreåm of the GE-N start site, The figure

represents the various regulatory elements that comprise the hypersensitive sites ofthe

human growth hormone locus control region located on the long arm of chromosome 17

(17 op3-q25.3). The expanded region is itself within the intronic region ofthe skeletal

muscle sodium channel SCN4A and lymphocyte marker CD79b coding genes (see text).

The location of HS V is especially significant in relation to the text. Abb¡eviations are as

follows: hypersensitive site (HS); sodium channel, voltage gated, type IV, alpha

(SCNaA); immunoglobin-associated beta protein of the B-cell antigen component

(CD79b), growth hormone normal (GH-N), chorionic somatomammotropin honnone

like-1 (CS-L), growth hormone variant (GH-V); chrorionic somatomammotropin

hormone 1 and 2 (CS-A and CS-B, respectively); sub-unit of the multi-component

SWVSNF complex (BAF60b); thyroid hormone receptor interacting protein- 1 (TRIP).

21484 21391

Hindlll
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Figure 12. The potential of /¡GH LCR HS V related sequences flanking the firefly

luciferase reporter gene to insulate against position effects in GC cells, A graph

representing a good conelation between copy number and luciferase expression in stably

transfected GC cells. Values pertaining to the HS V (f,r) construct clone 2 were not

included as a result of aber¡ant cleavage events occurring within HS V. Luciferase

values were conected with .R enilla lucíferase and averaged. Points represent individual

clones, in this case, all contain the HS V (f,r).
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CHAPTER4. DISCUSSION

Insulator potential of Hypersensitive Site V of the Human Growth Hormone Locus

Control Region in GC cells.

To determine the potential for an element to block enhancer function in a

position-dependant manner, which is an essential defining trait of insulators, an

enhancing system must be both operational and efficient for statistically relevant

conclusions to be drawn from the data generated. An enhancer fragment from the human

growth hormone locus control region, hypersensitive site I/II, was chosen since the model

system and the element to be tested pertained to the same locus and gene family thus

approaching a more in vivo situation in terms of genetics. The fragment, referred to as

1298/1500G.TKp.luc, or the 203 base-pair fragment, was previously determined by

deletion analysis, to retain the same 5 to 6 fold enhancing ability as the full length

enhancer element (which was referred to as 1/1605G.TKp.luc or 1.6G) (60). However,

when placed upstream of the basâl TK promoter-luciferase reporter gene system and

hansiently transfected in GC cells, only a 1.4 fold effect was observed. The difference in

the previously reported enhancing effect and those observed were theorized to have been

a result of poor transfection eff,rciency as well as the failure to include some vital

components of the enlancer system that may yet be present in the full length t/l605G

enhancer element. In order to test this theory, the trial was repeated in triplicate

alongside the full-length enlancer placed upstream of the reporter. The transfection

effrciency between the fragmented and fullJength en_hancer/reporter constructs was made

comparable through simultaneous transfection of the same batch GC cells with each

respective constnrct. The full-length construct, however, demonstrated a 2.3 fold
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enhancing effect as compared to the basal TK promoter driven firefly luciferase gene in

the GC cells.

Several trends were apparent from the introduction of HS V between the full-

length 1/1605G enhancer and the TK promoter driven reporter system. A very significant

decrease in reporter gene activity was observed with the reverse orientation of HS V

intervening between the enhancer and reporter system, but only a slightty lower activity

was observed ofthe forward orientation of HS V intervening between the enhancer and

reporter systems (Figure 4). The variability HS V demonstrated upon the enhancer-

promoter systems in an orientation-specific manner fulfilled an essential characteristic of

insulators and thus added to its credibility as a potential insulator sequence. The

modiffing effect HS V displayed with the enhancer-promoter system also affected the

basal TK promoter driven luciferase system, in that although no significant change in

basal activity was observed when the forward orientation of the HS V element was

introduced upstream ofthe TK promoter driven luciferase system, the reverse orientation

of HS V upstream ofthe TK promoter driven luciferase system elicited a minor decrease

in basal Íeporter expression. The potential of HS V to possess orientation-specific,

inherent regulational capabilities led to the hypothesis that the HS V element may 
^ct

through a repression mechanism. Classical repressors operate in many ways, chiefly

through altering the conditions necessary for efficient initiation of transcription through a

protein product so that transcription is no ionger favored (6). The various mechanisms

that repressors utilize to effect this unfavorable shift in transcription include the

antagonism of the activity ofpositively acting transcription factors, or activators.

A good example ofthe exclusion ofan activator in terms ofrepression is the yeast
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repressor Rmelp (Regulator of Meiosis) which blocks transcription of the chromosomal

IMEl gene over a distance 1600 base-pairs upstream through modification of the

upstream activating sequence transcriptional activators UASl and UAS2 binding sites

that permit high level expression within the system (14). Other repressors inhibit the

basal transcriptional machinery, most often through the action of a trans-actíng protein

that migrates to the promoter or site of initiation and changes the favorable environment

that would otherwise exist. Either way, there is rarely position-dependence amongst

repressors: for example - the Rmelp repressor blocks transcription of the heterologous

CYC1 promoter when placed 250-300 base-pairs upstream from the CYCI

transcriptional activator binding sites, as compared to the 1600 base-pairs of the IMEI

system (14). It was therefore proposed that if HS V were placed upstream of the

enhancer, and lowered expression was still observed, then there existed a high likelihood

that HS V acted via a repression mechanism in a trans-migrating fashion or through a

decoy mechanism whereby essential factors necessary for transcription would bind

preferentially to HS V rather than the promoter. Conversely, if no change in the

enhanced rate ofrepofter expression was observed, given that HS V was placed upstream

of the enhancer, then this would indicate that there does exist a position-dependence

whereby a physical interference between enïancer and promoter was necessary to effect a

decrease in activity, much as in the case ofknown classical insulators. More specifically,

a repressor alters the interactions at the promoter of a gene whereas insulators have been

shown to affect the communication between regulatory sequences (including repressors)

and the promoters they interact with (63). Neither the forward nor reverse orientation

placed upstream of the enhanced reporter system elicited any significant reduction in
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expression. These data are not consistent with HS V acting through a trans-migrating

repressor or decoy mechanism. It is improbable that HS V acts through a decoy

mechanism if it is a clâssical insulator. This allows for three other known mechanisms

through which HS V may insulate: the derailment model (8,40,71,84), the

compartmentalization model (16, 32, 44, 19), and the modifrcation model (45-48, 79).

The compartmentalization model was dismissed as being unlikely, based upon previous

research by Cooke and colleagaes (42). By selectively probing the regions corresponding

to the locus control region (LCR) elements of the ftGH locus (-32, 744 to -32, 198 and

-26, 491 to -26,014 relative to the úGH-N cap site), which were insoluble, and thus

likely bound to matrix attachment regions or nuclear scaffolding, it was concluded that

the entire hGH locus was devoid of matrix-attachment regions (MAR) determin ants (42).

More specifically, through an extraction protocol that involved the release ofhistones and

the disintegration of cellular membranes, a nuclear halo, consisting of soluble non-

MAR/SAR bound DNA was separated from the insoluble, or potentially MAR/SAR

binding DNA. The ratio between the two was indicative of which region of the iGH

locus carried MAR determinants, and for HS V and the region immediately downstream

from HS V, the values were 0.60 aîd0.47, respectively (42). According to Shewchuck

and colleagues (42), the sequences mediating scaffold association are enriched in the

MAR fraction, therefore their MAR: loop hybridization signal ratio will be > 1, meaning

that values above 1 indicate a high likelihood of potential SAR or MAR binding sites

existing in the sequence analyzed. HS V and the region directly downstream from HS V

did not contain such binding sites, by projection. The remaining models, namely the

derailment model and the modification model, both involved the binding of proteins to
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the insulator sequence to effect the dampening of regulatory communication. A

technique known as the DNAse I protection assay, but also refened to as the fooþrinting

assay, is used to identify the specific DNA sequences that are bound by a particular

cellular protein (7). The premise behind the technique relies upon the inability of DNase

I or any given nuclease to access nucleotides bound by a DNA binding protein (i.e. a

transcription factor) primarily because of steric hindrance. A sequence ofinterest (in this

case, HS V-related sequences) can therefore be radioactively labeled at one end,

incubated with nuclear proteins or purified transcription factors and subjected to nuclease

digestion in a time sensitive manner. By limiting the time the DNA-protein complex is

exposed to nuclease, differing degrees, and therefore different lengths of radiolabelled

cleavage products are generated. Separation of these labeled cleavage products by size

using electrophoresis creates a ladder-like pattem. In the areas where protein has bound,

however, there will be a distinct lack of banding as compared to a reaction that was not

incubated with nuclear protein. These areas where there is a distinct lack of banding,

dubbed the protein's "footprint", are often demarcated by areas of intense banding

created from the binding event which contorts the areas adjacent to the binding site and

increases their vulnerability to nuclease attack (7). The footprint reaction is then

typically run alongside a Maxam-Gilbert chemical sequencing reaction of the DNA to

discem the nucleotide code corresponding to the fooþrint area. Much as in the technique

of sequencing, footprinlbanding pattems resolved on a gel converge at both the top and

bottom areas of the gel, thus allowing only a limited frame of approximately 150 base-

pairs to be visualized clearly. The full-length region corresponding to the lrGH LCR HS

V is 571 base-pairs in length. Fragmenting the region into approximately 200 base-pair
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sub-fragments not only allowed for the localization of the insulator potential through

functional assays, but also accommodated the optimal size typically used to perform

fooþrinting assays (89).

Nuclear proteins were found to bind in abundance to 40-80 nucleotide regions of

HS V sub-fragments I and II, but not sub-fragment III. The footprinting reactions were

performed in both forward and reverse orientations of the sub-fragments to mimic the

orientation-dependence of the ii¡ vlvo functional assays previously mentioned. A

consensus between the forward and reverse fooþrint reactions for sub-fragments I and II

was found and the corresponding sequence deduced from Sanger di-deoxy sequencing

reactions. The sequences were then submined to a transcription factor binding sequence

database and any homology between the two sought. Several candidates arose, namely:

NFAT, AP-l, GATA, Lmo2 and ôEFl factors. The nuclear factor of activated T cells

(NFAT) protein was originally sho\'r'n to induce cytokine gene expression, but has

recently been classed as ubiquitous regulators of cell differentiation and adaptation (64).

The NFAT family of transcription factors also works synergistically with activator-

protein 1 (AP-1) to aid in enhanceosome assembly and thus combinatorial regulation

(65). AP-1 is a ubiquitous transcription factor that promotes transcription (65). Both AP-

1 and NFAT have been shown to interact with GATA (65). GATA transcription factors

have two sub-families: GATA 1,2, and 3; which are expressed in hematopoietic stem

cells, and GATA 4,5, and 6; which play critical roles in tissue-specific gene expression.

GATA i, 2, and 3 regulate differentiation-specific gene expression in T-lymphocytes,

megakaryotes and erythroid cells (66). Conversely, GATA-4 is involved in establishing

appropriate expression of many cardiac structural genes, such as cr-myosin healy chain,



cardiac troponin, atrial natuiretic fâctor, brain natuiretic factor and a sodium/calcium

exchanger (66). GATA-6 is responsible for appropriate expression of lung epithelium

genes, such as surfactant protein A and thyroid transcription factor- 1 promoters (66).

Lmo2 belongs to the LIM-only domain family and also has been shown to form a

complex with GATA transcription factors (67). In fact, Lmo2 is a common oncogenic

protein in acute leukemia since over-expression of Lmo2 causes aberrant complex

formation, which sterically represses transcription and thus expression of erythroid genes,

akin to the derailment model (68). Lmo2's cellular function is as a bridging molecule

between TAL 1,F.47, GATA-l and Ldb,NLl proteins to permit efficient transcription

and expression of erythroid genes (69). In the B-globin locus, mutagenesis studies have

shown that sites that bind GATA-1 are the most important for activating transcription

(70). This was proposed to occur via steric inaccessibility of the region in a successive

nature as more GATA-I sites were destroyed or through a full on/off effect whereby a

distinct population of DNA were inaccessible all at once after a plateau of GATA-1 sites

were ablated (71). The proposal had significance in terms of hypersensitivity ofthe locus

in that a 40% reduction was observed in terms of the capacity to form hypersensitive sites

in the GATA-I binding regions of the mutated B-globin locus (71). There also exists a

Maf recognition element (TGCTGAC/GTCAr/C) present in HS2 of the B-globin locus that

bind transcription factors critical for enlancer activity, Heterodimers without a Maf sub-

unit, such as AP-1, bind to this region (44). Similarly, there exist many trans-acting

GATA-4 transcription sites in the B-globin locus that bind the factor to compacted

chromatin and instigate de-condensation (72). More information is required to

definitively determine the mechanism with which HS V insulates. An extension of the
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current study with electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSA), or bandshift assay

would aid in defining the proteins which bind to specific regions of HS V. The premise

of EMSA is based upon the lowered electrophoretic migration rate of stable DNA-protein

complexes as compared to free DNA through an agarose gel matrix (7). By titrating a

labeled segment of DNA with potential binding proteins, one may determine the kinetic

affinity of the protein for the DNA segment. A modification of EMSA, often referred to

as the "super-shift EMSA" introduces an antibody against the potential binding protein to

the DNA-protein complex from migrating at a normal rate, due to the extensive

molecular weight and steric size of the antibody-protein-DNA complex. The presence of

an antibody-protein-DNA compiex identifies the protein which binds the segment of

DNA relatively accurately. GATA, Lmo2, AP_l and NFAT are not specific tot he

pituitary and âre, on the contrary, commonly found to interact in erythroid cells. There is

no other evidence for the formation of a complex consisting of GATA, Lmo2, AP-1 and

NFAT, and the relationship between these factors have not been reported in regards to

insulation of gene expression, Based upon the similarity between HS V of the lrGH LCR

and the human B-globin locus of erythroid cells, the prediction may be made that HS V

may insulate via a derailment mechanism, but such a prediction is entirely speculative.

There is the possibility that GATA-4, AP-1 and GATA-1 do in fact bind to HS V-related

sequences and compete for positive interactions these proteins have with the promoter,

but this idea is based upon the same principle as the decoy model, which is not supported

by any evidence. The remaining transcriptional repressor: ò-crystallin/82-box factor

(ôEF1) is a seven zinc finger homeodomain protein in the chicken. It was also implicated

to be a potential HS V sub-fragment binding protein. Recently, a human homolog of
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ôEFl has been found called ARE 86. ARE B6 is a protein that binds the sodium-

potassium a- 1 ATPase gene in humans, also known as SCN4A, or skeletal muscle

sodium channel gene (73). Coincidentally, HS V-related sequences reside within the

intronic region of the sodium-potassium a-1 ATPase gene and the likelihood that ARE

B6 is associated with HS V is not negligible. There have been no reports that link ARE

B6 to insulator function; however, if the human homolog serves the same function as

òEF1 in the chicken, then it is likely contributing to the orientation and position-

dependent results observed. Since there are evidently proteins binding to the HS V region

and there is a functional event that is proposed to occur primarily through interactions

with proteins, then two possibilities exist to explain the inability to identiff the particular

proteins. The first possibility is that the regulatory muting that results from the addition

of HS V to genetic systems (a functional event determined via transfection) and the

binding of proteins to the DNA sequence (structural events determined via footprinting

assay) are independent of one another. The second possibility is that the proteins

involved in binding HS V are genuinely novel. If the functional and structural events are

indeed independent of one another, then the mechanistic details currently proposed for

insulators do not sufficiently encompass the i¡GH LCR model since the remaining

molecular scenarios, namely the derailment model and the modification model, both

involve and depend upon protein binding to elicit insulation. Another option that

explains the functional-structural incongruence would be the claim that the HS V

complex does not act as a classical insulator. To ascertain whether the functional and

structural (the capacity to insulate and the capacity to bind proteins, respectively)

information are independent of one another, transient transfections were performed on
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GC cells using the HS V sub-fragment in both the forward and reverse orientations. Sub-

fragment III of HS V bound very few proteins in the nuclease protection assay

performed, and unless the proteins it did bind were essential to HS V's insulation

potential, sub-fragment III should possess little or no inherent ability to alte¡ the

enhanced rate of transcription of the repofier luciferase gene when placed between the

enïancer and basal thymidine kinase promoter. If, however, there was no link between

the physical and biological data, then there still existed the possibility that sub-fragment

III may affect expression as did the full length HS V.

Sub-fragment III of the hGH LCR eiement HS V, located downstream of 1/1605G

enhancer but upstream of the thymidine kinase-luciferase reporter system, rtras

transfected into GC cells. A 50% reduction in enhanced reporter expression levels was

observed in the GC cells transfected with sub-fragment III relative to the control plasmid

(l/605G). The decrease in activity observed occurred with both the forward and reverse

orientations of sub-fragment III. Both sub-fragment I and sub-fragment II were also

transfected transiently into GC cells to aid in localizing the insulator effect. In the

reverse orientation, sub-fragment I significantly reduced the effect of the 1.6G enhancer

on reporter expression by f .i8 fold and sub-Íìagment II significantly reduced the effect of

the 1.6G enhancer on reporter expression by 1.42 foÅ. In the forward orientation, sub-

fragment I slightly but significantly decreased expression in the enïanced system by 0.27

fold and sub-fragment II significantly increased the enhanced systems expressionby 1.29

fold. Insulators must insulate in an orientation-specific manner, thus the lack of

orientation dependence in sub- fragment III indicates that the components responsible for

demonstrating an orientation specific response have been uncoupled from the last 195
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base-pairs of HS V. The most radical difference in expression was observed when the

enhanced reporter system was under the influence of sub-fragment II. In fact, sub-

fragment II in the reverse orientation possessed almost as potent an insulation potential as

did the full-length HS V region in transient transfection assays.

In addition, the orientation dependence of both sub-fragment I and sub-fragment

II corespond to that of the full-length HS V element. More specifically, the reverse

orientation prevented appropriate communication between the HS I/II enhancer and the

promoter much more consistently and efficiently than did the forward orientation, for

both the sub-fragments and the fuIl-length HS V. It is interesting to note that the reve¡se

orientation of HS V superimposed upon its genomic context is directed away from the

GH-N start site (53). The purpose of the HS V complex, if indeed an insulator, may not

be utilized by the åGH gene locus for the exclusion from extemal regulatory influences,

but perhaps to protect neighboring sequences from the GH regulatory elements. Even if

this were true, the data presented support an in vitro model and any conclusions

pertaining to the function of HS V in relation to the ftGH LCR would be purely

hypothetical. Similarly, any extrapolation towards practical use ofHS V as a clinical tool

would be premature. However, there are insulators, such as the chicken HS4 insulator

that are currently being used in clinical gene therâpy trials as a tool to reduce epigenetic

silencing, prevent proto-oncogenic disruption ând to confer regulational independence

upon the corrective gene to be inserted (32, ll). Currently, vectors used to treat sickle

cell anemia and ß-thalassemia contain the cHS4 insulator flanking the y-globin gene and

have been shown to restore therapeutic levels of the coffective gene l0 fold (9,10).
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Regardless, the sub-fragments behaved in accordance to what would be predicted from

the full length HS V in many ways, save sub-fragment IIL

The transient transfection data supported a correlation between the functional data

and the structural binding event. In other words, the segments of HS V that bound

protein had a better ability to insulate against regulatory elements. A causative role for

HS V in insulation, as well as conclusions on the insulator potential of HS V as a whole

element, was not supported by the transient transfection data. To bolster the view that the

binding events observed do indeed influence the expression within an enhanced system,

mutational assays could be performed, The assays should carry a mutation in HS V that

would alter or demolish the binding events observed in each sub-fragment, and the

mutated HS V transfected into GC cells. Nevertheless, all sub-fragments seemed to retain

some ability to prevent the communication between enhancer and promoter. The

ambiguity in regards to assigning specifìc sub-fragments as being essential to the fuIl-

length HS V function led to a search for a more definitive test of insulator function. The

stable transfection assay has become the standard with which to determine insulator

potential ( 17).

Transient transfection usually involves expression from an ectopic bacterial or

viral based plasmid. In most instances, there lacks a complexity with these systems,

whereby transcription is confrolled by elements associated with the vector and the genetic

topology does not assume any secondary or tertiary structure as in a genomic context.

Stable transfection overcomes these "foreign" effects since the HS V(r) integrates into the

genome of the host system and thus experiences the same environment as would a native

gene. The stable transfection assay, once known as the position effect assay for
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boundaries of higher order chromosomal domains, is definitively the gold standard by

which to determine insulator potential. Developed in 1991 by Rebecca Keilum and Paul

Schedl, the stable assay was initially used in ân inquiry into the validity of a putative

explanation for the 100-200 fold compaction of chromatin in cells (17). More

specifìcally, the assay was meant to test the hypothesis that topologically independent

domains provide the additional 100-300 fold compaction of cellular DNA that was

previously unexplained. The human cell fits a contour length of 2 meters of DNA into

the nucleus of a single cell, the cell's longest dimension not surpassing I ¡rm (7). The

first seven-fold and 100 fold compaction of DNA were provided by the binding of

histone proteins with subsequent coiling into a 30 nm solenoid structure (which is

comprised of 50 x 106 base-pairs of DNA) into 6-looped rosette structures that are

tethered onto the nuclear matrix. Thirty ofthe 6-looped rosette structures form a coil that

come together to form a 10 coil chromatid, and accounts for the 10,000 fold compaction

observed in cells, save 100-300 fold (74).

The remaining 100-300 fold compaction was theorized to occur at the transcriptional

level whereby discrete and topologically distinct domains were segregated from one

another by nucleoprotein structures called boundary elements (75-78). The independent

domains were proposed to be regulated internally as well, meaning that a given reporter

gene would maintain a consistent and predictable level of expression if delineated by a

boundary elements comprised of nucleoprotein structures, regardless of the environment

it experienced. Regulatory elements, however, often influence genes in a bi-directional

manner, since trans-migration of an enhancer or repressor's protein product to the

promoter is rarely linear or two-dimensional. Insertion of a reporter HS V(r) into a



genome with subsequent expectations of regulatory independence if accompanied by a

nucleoprotein binding boundary element may be naive. In fact, a chromosomal boundary

element (boundary element will be used interchangeably with the term insulator) can

protect a fânsgene from neighboring regulatory elements only if it is placed at both ends

of the gene (79). Since bracketing of the reporter gene was required for the fl¡nction of

an insulator, three constructs were tested in vivo: a basal luciferase leporter construct

under the control of the thymidine kinase promoter (pT8lLuc), a construct with HS V

only upstream of the luciferase gene (HS V(Ð clone 2, and a construct with HS V both

upstream (as in HS V(f)) and downstream of the TK driven luciferase reporter gene,

called HS V(f,r) clone A.

Following co-transfection of the basal luciferase construct with a

neomycilr./geneticin resistance plasmid, dose-dependent selection identified the clones

that randomly integrated the resistance plasmid - and thus had a higher probability of

also assimilating the luciferase construct (80). Positive identification of the neomycin

resistant clones that acquired the luciferase construct was performed via PCR using

primers that annealed to both the HS V-related sequences and the luciferase intemal

sequence. Assuming the integration event is at random, it would be expected that the

probability of integration in a region that is being actively transcribed, or a region that

assumes an open chromatin structure, would be high (90). The expectation stems from

the inability of homologous recombination or any insertion event to access condensed

chromatin, such as centromeres, telomeres and the inactive Ban body in women (15, 90).

Accessible chromatin includes transcriptionally active genes, as there must be fewer

constraints on an expressed gene to allow transcriptional enzymes to bind the template
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and eventually synthesize mRNA. Transcriptionally active genes need to be influenced

by regulatory elements to express their genes at physiologically relevant levels and thus

must be accessible (7).

Taken together, this suggests that random insertion of a transgene into genomic

DNA would exhibit variable expression levels dependent upon the site ofintegration. The

variable expression of a randomly integrated transgene is documented in previous studies

by Graubert and colleagues, who found that random insertion of the human globin

transgene into the genome of mice caused a >1000 fold difference in expression from the

lowest to highest expressing lines (81). The difference was said to be independent ofage,

the half-life of the reporter protein or any extenuating influence from the reporter

construct on the host. The influence of regulatory elements on the construct was additive

for each integrative event, and clones with multiple copies demonstrated higher

variability in expression (81). Similar to the study performed by Graubert and colleagues

(81), the current study determining the insulator potential of HS V did not contain

boundary elements that established independence from external regulatory elements

flanking the basal luciferase construct; thus if influenced by an enhancer, the rate of

expression would increase accordingly. Conversely, â repressor-proximal integration site

would decrease the basal level of luciferase expression, as would integration into a

suppressive area of heterochromatin, for example. The basal luciferase construct, once

integrated into the genome, would thus be expected to create an aberrant pattern of

lucife¡ase expression, one that would not by copy number dependant. Hence,

measurement of the amount of luciferase expressed by a clone and concurrently
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determining the copy number inherent in the same clone would allow for a diagnostic

representation of whether any correlation existed.

A plot ofthe luciferase expression level per cell, or per number ofcells versus

copy number would be expected to yield a scatter pattem with no significant linearity for

the basal luciferase construct. This was, in fact, what was observed, with the linearity

yielding an r2 value of 2 x 10-s, or no correlation at all (Figure 9). A similar random

integration of the A.y-globin gene lacking any flanking boundary elements displayed

absolutely no correlation upon plotting copy number versus expression. Analysis of the

linearity of the graph in the latter scenario yielded an I value of 1.2 x l0'2 (79).

Any inclination towards linearity, therefore, would indicate that the putative

insulator sequence being tested would have a degree of potential associated with it in

comparison to the basal TK promoter driven luciferase construct. The degree of insuiator

potentiai the sequence would possess would be a function of how closely the I value

approximated l, with 0 being no correlation and I being a perfect conelation. HS V(Ð,

therefore, would be expected to behave as wouid the minimal TK luciferase construct

regardless of whether HS V is capable of functioning as an insulator as there is only one

HS V sequence upskeam of the promoter. Previous studies have reported that bracketing

of the transgene is necessary for the proper function of an insulator, since regulatory

elements generally exert their effect in a bi-directional manner (79). The absence of a

coresponding 3'element associated with the 5'flanking HS V abutting the luciferase

reporter gene would increase the gene's vulnerability to environmental effects, and

therefore the cor¡elation between luciferase expression and copy number would be

reduced.



The latter view is rather simplistic, however, in that the predictions do not factor

the possibility of tandem repeat insertion upon genomic integration. There does exist a

distinct possibility, one that increases in relation to copy number, that tandem repeat

insertion, or the insertion of a construct immediately neighboring another construct

during transfection, would occur (82). Assuming that tandem repeat integration did

occur, and n represented the number oftandem HS V(Ð conshucts, (n-2) luciferase genes

would be completely bracketed by HS V as long as n >2. Of course, all HS V sequences

would integrate in the forward orientation, an orientation that showed minimal insulation

potential as opposed to the reverse orientation. Nevertheless, because the possibility of

tandem repeat integration does exist, a slight tendency towards linearity would be

predicted from a plot of luciferase expression versus copy number for the HS V(f)

construct, This was, in fact, what was observed, with analysis of the linearity yielding an

12 value of0.2886 (Figure 10).

Such a prediction is complicated by the additional possibility of inter-insulator

associations. Even those repofter genes flanked by a known classical insulator when

integrated in tandem repeats do not necessarily demonstrate a direct correlation with

luciferase expression. Inter-insulator associations as experienced by the Su(Hw)

insulator from the Drosophila gypsy retrotransposon, may create a premature plateau of

insulator potential and thus abrogate any sense of linearity upon comparing reporter

expression and copy number. The gypsy retrotransposon is thought to work through a

looping mechanism that effectively segregates a transcriptional unit into its own

independently regulated domain (83). Using this mechanism, the insulator binding

proteins are thought to interact with one another physically to constrain the promoters
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interactions with regulatory elements. Duplication of the Su(Hw) binding element,

between the promoter and enhancer, as is the case for a tandem repeat integrative event,

neutralizes the insulation form regulatory elements and paradoxically increases the

activity of the regulatory elements (84). It wâs thus suggested that multiple (2n where

n>2) insulator elements preferentially take part in interactions with one another and allow

for what is dubbed enhancer or repressor bypass, to activate or hinder transcription,

respectively (83, 84). Of interest to note when considering the HS V(f) stable clone

luciferase/copy number correlation graph is that if the clones with an even copy number

(2n where n>2) were excluded from the data set, the line of best fit for the correlation

takes the form ofy = 1453.1x + 2437.1(not shown), where the 12 value would be 0.8838.

It is important to note that the absolute copy number can not be determined through this

method; rather, the latter equation reflects the relative difference between expression

levels observed and estimates the copy number as a function of the lowest expression

level. In other words, let us assume that 5 copies of the reporter system was the

minimum number that integrated into any given clone. We will artificially set 5 copies

equivalent to I copy, thus any clone which has expression levels above 5 must be

described as a fold effect above 5, or a ratio. Given an expression level that is due to 10

copies ofthe reporter gene, for example, we would calculate it to contain rols = 2 copies

of the reporter, Although the mechanism for HS V insulation has not been elucidated as

of yet, if it were similar or related to the gypsy retrotrânsposon of Drosophila, namely -

through a looping mechanism, then the clones with an even copy number would not

reflect the true relationship between HS V and luciferase expression because of the

possibility of homologous insuiator interactions. The clones containing an even copy
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number would be less reliable as data points if the integration event created tandem

repeats, because of the high potential for homologous insulator interactions among

tandem repeats. A similar study commented that in reporter constructs that carried a

single insulator sequence and that integrated in a "head-to-tail array" into the host

genome, would behave as would the flanked reporter system. The reason for this

behavior was the (n-2) genes that were completely flanked by the insulator. This, in tum,

led to a copy number/luciferase correlation with an 12 value of 0.99 - an excellent

correlation.

Given the complications previously addressed, interpretation ofthe results from a

copy number versus reporter expression graph becomes increasingly mired in the

deviation from linearity rather than the correlation in terms of regression analysis.

Without disregarding the usefulness of linearity in interpreting the correlation between

copy number and expression, there does exist additional criteria that qualitatively assess

the insulator potentiâl of a given sequence and that can be used in conjunction with

linearity to determine insulator potential. For example, if the reporter gene is flanked by

a tnre insulator, then that clone's expression cannot be zero. This premise capitalizes

upon the definition of an insulator and the acknowledgement of the basal level of

expression for a TK promoter driven luciferase system - in that if the region is indeed

transcriptionally independent as a result of insulation, the minimum expression that one

can observe must be equal to the basal expression ofone luciferase gene under thymidine

kinase promoter control. If the luciferase levels were below the basat limit, this would

mean that the insulator is not operational or that what was believed to be an insulator was

in fact, not an insulator. In the same sense, if the copy number of a transfected cell is
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zerc, the luciferase measured must also be zero (above any background activity), since

there should not be any firefly luciferase DNA and thus inherent activity in a GC cell. It

is essential to note that negative values are not allowed for either of the data points since

the instruments used to measure either the luciferase or copy number list only positive

integers. These criteria were violated by HS V(f). Clones 10 and i 1 were responsible for

the deviation from true insulation in that number 10 displayed luciferase expression but

the copy number was determined to be zero, even though the transgene was detected by

PCR, and therefore must have integrated. This inconsistency in the expected results may

have been due to improper preparation of the sample, although the protocol was

performed on three separate occasions with different stock material. There does exist the

possibility that clones 10 and l1 were mosaic or not necessarily clones, making them

even poorer candidates to determine the insulator potential for HS V. Clone 11 carried

10 copies of HS V(f), but had expression levels below that ofclone 10. Together with

the analysis of linearity for HS V(f), the results indicate that HS V may have insulator

potential, but not when only one copy is placed upstream of the reporter gene.

The luciferase construct flanked with HS V-related sequences therefore becomes

increasingly important in establishing the insulation potential of HS V. Previous studies

elucidating the insulation potential of HS V of the human p-globin locus showed a copy

number/expression level cor¡elation having an 12 value of 0,9604 when the Ay-globin

gene ,"vas utilized as a repofter (79). If HS V were indeed an insulator, the ¡2 value should

approximate that of HS V of the human B-globin locus and all additional criteria for

classical insulation fulfilled. A plot ofcopy number versus expression for the luciferase

construct flanked with HS V-related sequences led to an 12 value of0.1936 - a very poor
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correlation (not shown). It would seem that HS V is not an efficient insulator as

determined by the test of linearity, but all data points considered for HS V([r) fulfilled all

of the additional criteria outlined pertaining to classical insulation, i.e. position-

dependence, orientation-dependence and regulatory block ¿z vilro. Since no data points

deviated from the additional criteria outlined pertaining to classical insulation, it was

thought that there existed an anomaly within the data set that skewed the linearity plot.

All integration events bet\Meen foreign introduced plasmids and genomic

sequences involve the splicing of the plasmid for insertion, and being such, there exists

the possibility that the splicing event may take place within the HS V sequence or within

the region befween HS V and the TK promoter. Such unfortunate splicing events would

cause HS V(f,r) to behave as HS V(Ð would and skew the relationship between copy

number and expression levels. Upstream of the TK promoter in both the HS V(f,r) and

HS V(Ð constructs there exists one base-pair between it and HS V. HS V(f,r), however,

was designed so that 1683 base-pairs exist do',vnstream of the luciferase gene until the HS

V region, where plasmid splicing may occur. Although generally unlikely because of its

small size, splicing in the HS V can occur in the 571 base-pair region, and is twice as

likely to occur in HS V(f,r) as opposed to HS V(Ð.

Previous studies have shown that one or more extra bands observed in the PCR

reactions used to detect the integrated transgene other than that expected, indicate that

rearranged copies co-exist with the intact copy ofthe transgene within the genome (79).

Three clones in the HS V(f,r) positive group displayed additional banding patterns,

namely: clones 2,3 and 5 (Figures 13, 14). To detect a splicing event in the latter clones
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that may have disrupted the HS V element, an additionâl set of PCR reactions was

performed, using primers that were specific to only HS V-related sequences. Any

additional bands that appeared in the HS V exclusive primer set of PCR reactions would

give evidence that a re-arrangement of HS V took place. This was what was observed in

clone 2, and this led to the exclusion of 2 from the data set (not shown). The exclusion

ofclone 2 from the data set led to an improvement on the linearity of the correlation

between HS V(f,r) copy number and luciferase expression, where the 12 value was 0.4134

(Figure 12). The data set forHS V(lr) was comprised ofless than halfofthe number

used for HS V(f), and a stronger and more definitive conclusion could be made with the

inclusion of more data points. In addition, the HS V(f,r) construct was designed with the

HS V element oriented in the reverse orientation for only the downstream HS V. It was

shown previously that the reverse orientation possessed a more potent insulator potential

than did the forward orientation. In comparison to the control basal TK driven luciferase

construct, there exists substantial correlation between copy number and luciferase

expression for the HS V(f,r) construct. Perhaps this correlation may have been more

pronounced ifboth HS V elements flanking the reporter gene were in the reverse

orientation. The region corresponding to HS V of the åGH LCR does indeed possess

insulator potential. There is budding support for HS V-related sequences to be a weak

classical insulator or an insulator-like sequence. To truly distinguish between the two,

additional shrdies using a reporter gene flanked by reverse oriented HS V elements are

necessary. There also exists the issue ofspatial difference between the constructs tested
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Figure 13. Detection of HS V(f) and HS V(f,r) construct integration into GC cells

using polymerase chain reaction. I % Agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide

(0.002% w/v) run for 1.5 hours at 110 volts. Molecular weight ladder is 100 base pair

standard (New England Biolabs "' ). Polymerase chain reaction was utilized for the

identification of stable construct integration using 63/a¡ Luc & HS V(r) primers, which

hybridize intemally to the firefly luciferase gene and at HS V(r)-related sequences,

respectively. Genomic templates were derived from GC cells that had been transfected

and selected using G-4i8. Negative control was 10 ng pT8lluc, and positive control was

20 ng purified HS V(f) construct.
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Figure 14. Detection of HS V(f) and HS V(f,r) construct stable integration and

aberrant HS V cleavage events preceding stable integration into GC cells using

polymerase chain reaction. l% Agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide (0.002%

w/v) run for 1.7 hours at 110 volts. Molecular weight ladder is 100 base pair standard.

Polymerase chain reaction was utilized for the identiflrcation of stable construct

integration in lanes 2-16 using 63la¡ Luc & HS V(r) primers, which hybridize intemally to

the firefly luciferase gene and at HS V(r)-related sequences, respectively. HSV (f) and

HS V(r) primers were utilized on the same template for the identification of aberrant HS

V cleavage preceding stable integration into the GC cell genome, with aberrant cleavage

events presenting additional bands, as depicted (arrow). Genomic templates were derived

from GC cells that had been transfected and selected using G-418. Negative control was

i0 ng pT81Luc, and positive control was 20 ng purified HS V(f) construct.
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in these studies and any reflection upon the in vivo state, since, as aforementioned, the HS

V region is located -32 kb from the GH-N start site (53).

The proximity of the hypersensitive site used in these studies may not be an

insurmountable problem in that communication between enhancer element HS2 of the B-

globin locus interacts physically with the B-globin gene 50 kb away, in vlvo (85). Since

HS I/II of the /rGH LCR also mediates long distance enhancement of a gene 12.5 kb

away (60), the placement of both enhancer and insulator element one base-pair away

from the promoter they are to act upon is meaningful in terms of molecular biology and

any extrapolation towards the biology of an organism needs to adjoin spacer or linker

DNA construct data alongside the work already performed.

This is not to say, however, that there is no practical application for the

information gained from this study. Evolution of the human genome over time has led to

the inclusion of regulatory sequences within the intronic regions of other genes, even

encompassing HS V of the åGH locus, and its relationship with SCN4A and CD79b (54-

56). This organization of the human genome offers cautionary note regarding genetically

modified organisms and transgenic practices, in that the transposition of therapeutic

genes and "benign" genes into other organisms or within the same species may include

regulatory elements and thus potentially upset the delicate balance that exists in a

physiological system. Such a scenario could easily lead to pathology, much as the

disruption of onco-genes by transgenes instigate cancer formation (86). Although

mutations can still occur at the point of integration of the transgene regardless of the

presence of insulator elements sunounding the therapeutic gene (5), the most up to date

research is attempting to use non-viral based vectors, such as the Sleeping Beauty
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transposon system (a reconstructed Tc l/mariner-like transposon from fish) (4,7), and

site-specific integration of therapeutic DNA (for example, via the adeno-associated virus

(AAV) Rep-mediated sit-specific integration (RMSSI) pathway) (8) to minimize these

effects, making potential integration affects less an issue than long range regulatory

disruptions (6). There is solace offered in the knowledge that research into the area of

insulation, much like the studies presented here, may aid in preventing the interference of

communication by regulatory eiements in a genomic context and thus allow for

transgenic practices free of apprehension associated with the end result.
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ÄPPENDIX

Calculation of the amount of purified plasmid required equaling one copy number

of construct per rat genome, once stably integrated:

Amount of genomic DNA loaded per well on slot blot nitrocellulose membrane = n

Conshuct size (in base pairs DNA)= p

Genomic size of organism stably hansfected : q

n x P/o = 1 copy (in ¡rg)

n=4 ¡rg (89) and "q" is approximated at 3 x10e for rat anterior pituitary tumour (GC) cells

(actual is 2,839,4'16,130 base pairs) (91-93). "p" varies according to construct used, and

for pT8ll-uc, construct size was previously determined to be 6363 base pairs

(87) and that of HS V(f,r) was calculated tobe724I base pairs.

The derivation of this formula is based upon the percentâge of the sequence of

interest present in the rat genome once stably transfected. This, in tum, is used to

determine how much one copy of the sequence of interest would be in terms of genomic

mass. Both the amount of DNA loaded (n) and the genome size (q) remain constant

throughout the experiment, leaving the constuct size (p) as the primary variable used to

influence the mass of one construct copy in a rat genome. The calculation of one copy

number per genome allowed for a series of standards to be compared on the same slot

blot. The standards were derived from purified plasmid and were applied with increasing

copies onto the slot blot.
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